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THE GEOGRAPHICAI
(REGISTRATION AN;

INDICATIONS
PROTECTTON)

OF GOODS

ACT, 1999

FORM Gr-l (C)

A single application for the registration of a Geograpbical Indication
Part A of the Register for goods falling in dillerent classes

Section 11(3f, rule 23(5f

Fees : Rs.10,000/- for Two Classes (Rs.5000/- for each Classl

1. Application is hereby made by Mizoram Art & Cultural Society, Directorate ofArt &
Culture Department Building, Chanmari, Aizawl, Mizoram, PIN-796007 for the registration
in Part A of the Register of the accompanying geographical indication furnishing the
following particulars :

Name of the Applicant :

M2oram fut & Cultural Society.

Address :

Directorate of Art & Culture Department Building
Chanmari,Aizawl

Mizorun, PIN-796007.

Phone No. : 0389-2341038

Telefax: 0389-2341369

E-mail : dacmi@yahoo.com
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List of association of persons/producers/organization/authority :

Weavers/producers of Ngotekherh represented by Government of Mizoram.

Type ofgoods:
Class 24 - Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and

table covers.

Class 25 - Clothing, foofwear, headgear.

e) Specilication:
Ngotekherh is a popular traditional cloth of the Mizo people. It is a delicately sewn

cloth or fabric which is woven out of a loinloom, The original Ngotekherh was plain white,
rectangular in shape with only two black stripes of 3 of 4 inches broad each running in
traverse direction at a distance of about 1 / 3rd of the whole lengh from both edge of the
puan. This stripping was originally called rhaihruih and along the perimeter was

embedded a small black and white stripes called kuthruih also known as kherh. However,

modifications of the puan which was made from time to time has led to a paradigm shift.
The early modifications of a broader black stripping's were called rlangtial Ngotekherh,
later the border of the puan was made with a broad black stripes and several number of
smaller black stripes running in longitudinal and traverse direction making a number of
small perfect squares specifically called as Mangpuantial. Normally it is 60" in lengh and
32" in breadth.

This particular type of puan (cloth) is woven with a white background and black
stripes on it, Two deep black borders about four to five inches broad run along two edges

lenghwise, Adjoining these borders thin black stripes are sometimes woven numbering
about two to six according to individual liking. These are so spaced that the intervening
white portions look like stripes of the same breadth. Besides these, quite a few other black
stripes of similar breadth are woven throughout the surface lengthwise between the two
broad borders. But these are spread differently from those adjoining the black borders.
usually the spacing between these stripes is maintained between two to three inches, also
two black stripes run breadthwise at each edge accompanied by a thin thread like stripe. In
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addition to these lengthwise borders and stripes there are two broad black bars woven with

wool which run in the middle of the puan breadthwise, dividing it into three equal parts.

Detailed specification and benchmark of Ngotekherh is given in points as below :-

a) Ngotekherh is generally 63" in len$h and 45" in breadth' The size can vary

slightly depending on the size of women wearing it.

b) The ground fabric of Ngotekherh is white with horizontal shadowyblack stripes

which is produced by usingwhite and blackweft altemate$in the white vertical warp.

c) Ngotekherh is woven in two pieces len$hwise and are sewn together (called

Zungthui, meaning sewn together or stitched by hand) in the middle forming a complete

puan.

d) The base fabric ofNgotekherh should be white with 7"- 8" thick black warp

borders on each side, which are sometimes smaller depending on individual preference.

e) Within these thick borders, about 6" from the outer edge there are should

have five to six thin white stripes (about quarter of a centimeter each) woven on the inner

side ofthe borders. These are so spaced that the intervening white portions look like white

stripes of the same breadth.

f) The rest of the white warp has equally spaced black warp stripes (of about

half an inch each) and equally spaced blackweft stripes of the same size, which makes the

appearance of this portion of the cloth like checks, However, the black weft stripes are

almost entirely concealed by the dominant white warp, thus giving the black weft stripes

only a faint appearance. The space between these stripes varies between I to 1.5 inches'

g) Ngotekherh always have fringes on both edges len$hwise of about %" to I" .

h) A thin black band (Hruih) of about 2 mm wide is found on the inner side of

each fringes. Next to this thin Hruih runs a black band (Hruih) of about lcm in width.

Another important feature is that a fairly large number of thin black stripes
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are hidden between the two white surfaces of the puan. This has the effect of providing a
deeper black pattem on the black stripes where the hidden vertical stripes cross the
horizontal ones. Besides the hidden black stripes between white surfaces produce faint
check-like appearance when the puan is viewed against bright light.

j) An important feature of Ngotekherh is that a two weft-wise black woollen
bands (of about 6cm) with a weft-rib weave divide the whole cloth into three parts. This
weft-rib structure is known as Hruih. Amongst the Mizo fuan, 'Hruih/Band'style of weav-
ing is found only in Mizo fuanchei, Ngotekherh, Tawlhlohpuan and puanrin.

Hruih is a band that runs vertically along the Ngotekherh, According to the Diction-
ary of the Lushai Language by James Herbert Lorrain, Hruih is defined as "A transverse
stripe in a cloth, so woven trat the woof almost completely hides the warp from view, when
along the border of a cloth it prevents it from splitting.,

Hruih is avery difficult technique of weaving, Many skilled weavers are unable to
master the technique of Hruih. Therefore, when Hruih design needs to be incorporated, a
Hruih expert (Hruih specialist) is usually hired to weave the Hruih design. In the olden days,
normal weavers often trade the skill of Hruih specialist to a basketful (traditional Mizo cane
basket) of firewood (collecting a basketful of hrewood is considered a full day's work), This
shows how high the weavers regard the skill of Hruih specialists.

k) on both the outer edge of the Hruih is Kherh. Kherh is awhite coloured thin
weft on the border of Hruih. weaving a smooth and fine I{herh requires special skill.

! Ngotektrerh is weaved in such a way that the white weft is delicately hidden
under the black warp,

m) The qualityofNgotekherh is assessed mostlyon the basis ofabsence ofany
white streak primarily on these black bands (Hruih).

n) The distinctive features of the Ngotekherh is that the white weft is almost
completely hidden by the black warp in which it intersects.

Weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great expertise since the quality of one is
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assessed mostly on the basis ofthe absence ofwhite streaks on the black Hruih, black
borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and fineness of the Hruih.

No particular motifs are incorporated in Ngotekherh.

Sample of Ngotekherh is attached herewith and marked with letter-A.

ff Name of the geographical indication (and particularsf :

The name of the Geographical Indication is Ngotekherh. Ngotekherh is a beautiful
textiles used as dress by Mizo women to cover their body below the waist. It mainly
manufactured in Aizawl, the capital of Mizoram and Thenzawl, a village located south of
Aizawl, with over 200 professional weavers, In the olden times, Ngotekherh was one of the
prized textile possessions of the Mizo (Lusei) tribe, owned mostly by wealthy families and
worn only on special occasions. It was formerly used by both men and women, men used it
as a shawl-draped around their bodies.

Photos varius types of Ngotekherh are attached herewith and marked with
3AA' letters-M.

g) Description ofthe goods :

Ngotekherh is a traditional cloth (Handicraft) ofthe Mizo people. It is either draped
or wrapped around the waist by women. It is a culturally significant textile/cloth of the
Mizo people. Ngotekherh is a traditionai puan highly prized by the Mizos. In the
beginning this puan was popularly known as Puanhruih and it appears to have received
this name from the word Hrulh which in Mizo language means transverse stripes on cloth.
The weaving of this stripes too was specially designed whereby the woof almost completely
hid the warp from common view. In fact in the early days gradual development of
puan-weaving such as speciality was looked upon as the great achievement in the weaving
technique and their continued efforts to stabilize a distinctive design for this type olpuan
ultimately led to what it is today. This puan is also now known as Ngotekherh where the
word Ngote in Mizolanguage refers to a pet name for a little boy or a girl and kherh is
s1non1'rnous with hruih. It may not be unlikely that the name Puanhruih got gradually
changed into Ngotekherh in view of its daintiness and newly evolved beauty in its design.

The traditional color and design of the Ngotekherh has remained the same over the
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years, even though earlier Ngotekherhs were woven using mail spun cotton yam and not

acrylic. Even though Ngotekherh was traditionally woven using a blackstrap loom, now

the majority of production of Ngotekherh is done using fly shuttle looms. It has also

evolved in dillerent color combinations such as red and white, and blue and white.

Ngotekherh is a traditional cloth (Handicraft) of the Mizo people. Ngotekherh is a

white base fabric with 7"- 8'thick black warp borders on each side. These thick borders

have Iive to six thin white stripes (about quarter of a centimeter each) woven on the inner

side of the borders. Two weft-wide woolen bands with a weft-rib weave divide the whole cloth

into three parts. This weft-rib structure is known as Hruih or in this case, Kherh. The rest

ofthe white warp has equally spaced warp stripes (of about half an inch each) and equally

spaced blackweft stripes of the same size, which makes the appearance of this portion of

the cloth likes checks. However, the blackweft stripes are almost entirely concealed by the

dominant white warp, thus giving the black weft stripes only a faith appearance. The space

between these stripes varies between 1 to 1. 5 inches.

The distinctive features of the Ngotekherh is that the white weft is almost

complete$ hidden by the blackwarp in which it intersects.

Weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great expertise since the quality of one is

assessed mostly on the basis ofthe absence ofwhite streaks on the black Hruih, black

borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and fineness of the Hruih. It is either

draped or wrapped around the waist by women, It is a culturally significant textile/c1oth of

the Mizo people. Ngotekherh is a traditional puan highly prized by the Mizos. In the

beginning this puan was popularly known as Puanhrulh and it appears to have received

this name from the word Hnrih which in Mizo language means transverse stripes on cloth.

The weaving of this stripes too was specially designed whereby the woof almost

complete$ hid the warp from common view. In fact in the early days gradual development of

puan-weaving such as speciality was looked upon as the great achievement in the weaving

technique and their continued efforts to stabilize a distinctive design for this type ofpuan

ultimately led to what it is today. This puan is also now known as Ngotekherh where the
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word Ngote in Mizolanguage refers to a pet name for a little boy or a girl and kherh is
slnonl.rnous with hruih. It may not be unlikely that the nane Puanhruih got gradually

changed into Ngotekherh in view of its daintiness and newly evolved beauty in its design,

The traditional color and design ofthe Ngotekherh has remained the same over the years,

even though earlier Ngotekherhs were woven using mail spun cotton yam and not acrylic.

Even though Ngotekherh was traditionally woven using a blackstrap loom, now the
majority of production of Ngotekherh is done using fly shuttle looms. It has also evolved in
different color combinations such as red and white. and blue and white.

hl Specilicatlon and quality parameters of.Ngotekherh' :

01. Ngotekherh is a Mizo textile made of two-loom (loin loom) widths,
02. In the loin loom, Ngoteftfierh is woven in two pieces lenghwise. The two half puan

are sewn together using Zungthui style to form the complete Ngotekherh.

03. It is a traditional Mizo Puan with a unique check-like design.

04. The checklike design is formed due to the crossing or intersecting ofhorizontal
intense black stripes and vertical less-intense black stripes.

05. Each check-like designis aperfect square or close to it.
06. The check-like design in Ngotekherh is uniform and each side of the square

measures 1 to 1.5 inches each.

07 . The number of horizontal intense black stripes ranges from 1 1- 17 which may vary
slightly depending on the size of the puan.

08' The number ofvertical less-intense black stripes ranges from 20-27 which may vary
slightly depending on the size of the puan.

09' The upperandlowerpart ofthe puanis bordered byathickblackband measuring
about 20 cm each. within each thick band, there are small black and white stripes
about 3-6 in nos.

10. Ngotelifierh consist of on$ two colours i.e. black and white.
I 1' Two distinct or major Tlruih'in black divides the Ngotekherh vertically into three

parts. when rvrapping the Ngotekherh around the waist, the two 'Hruih'always lie
exactly or close to both sides of the hip. These major'Hruih'are particularly known as
Thaihruih.'
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12. A very line kherh runs along the outer border of the two major Hruih. Kherh is a
special type of narrow and fine stitch Kuthruih/Thaihruih containing altemate black
and white colour. Kherh is an important criterion to assess the quality ofNgotekherh.

13. A medium 'Hruih'and smaller 'Hruih'runs vertically along the two borders of the
puan,

14. Shape of the whole puan {cloth) is rectangular.

15. Thickness : 0,5 mm fnon-motij)

16. Thickness ; l.2mm(hruih), 0.8mm (outerhruih)

17 . Colours : Black and white

18. Breadth: 45" (weft)approx.

19. Length: 63" (warp)approx,

20. SurfaceAreaofthewhole puan: 2835 sq. inchesapprox.

21. Weight : 405 g approx.

22. Weight per square inch : 0. 143 g per sq. inch
23. Weight per inch (warp) : 6.43 g per inch (warp)

24. Weight per inch (weft) : 9.00 g per inch (weft)

25. WidthofmajorHruih:60mm
26. Widthof mediumHruih: 10mm
27. WidthofsmallHruih: 2mm
28. Thread count: Warp 103perinch, weft 3l perinch.
29. Ngotekherh always have fringes on both edges lengthwise of about 1/2,, to 1.

30. The type of yarn use is mainly cotton. Acrylic and silk yarns are now also
incorporated,

i) Benchmark for Ngotekherh :

01 ' The weaving quality must be fure such that the appearance of inner and outer side is
almost indistinguishable.

02. In the loin loom, Ngotekherh must always be woven in two pieces lengthwise.
03. The two pieces of the cloth woven in loin loom must be identical.
04. The two halves ofNgotekherh produced in loin loom must be sewn together using

Zungthui style.
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05. The Tlruih/Band' designs in Ngotekherh must not have any wrinlde or crease,

06. The Hruih should be highly compact and dense such that not even a streak should

bevisible anywhere.

07 . The check-like design in Ngotekherh must be uniform and should measure between

1 to 1.5 inches such that each check-like design forms a perfect square or close to it.

08. Ngotelitrerhmustalwayshavefringesonbothedgesbreadthwiseoflength0.5 to I .

09. The weaving style of Ngotekherh must be in such away thatwhite weft is delicately

hidden under the black warp.

10. Absence of any white streak under the black warp will determine the quality of

Ngotekherh.

I 1. The base fabric of Ngotekherh should be white with 7'- 8" thick black warp borders

on each side. These thick borders should have three to six thin white stripes (about

quarter ofa centimeter each) woven on the inner side ofthe borders.

12. Ngotekherh must have fringes on both edges breadthwise of about 0.5" to 1".

13. No other motifs other than cited in the specifications should be incorporated in the

design ofNgotekherh.

14. Two distinct ,Hruih,in black must divide the Ngotekherh into three parts. when

wrapping the Ngotekherh around the waist, the two 'Hruih' should lie exactly or close

to both sides of the hip.

15. Absence of white streaks on the black Hruih, black border, black stripes and

fureness should all be important criteria to assess the quality of Ngotekherh'

16. The presence of very fine kherh on both the outer border of the two major Hruih is an

important criterion to assess the quality of Ngotekherh'

17. Ngotekherh produced in machines such as fly shuttle 1oom, etc. should have the

same quality as produced from the loin loom.

jl Geographical area ofproduction and map :

Ngotekherh is produced throughout the state of Mizoram, and the main centre of

production is at Aizawl and in the village of Thenzawl. The Tropic of Cancer runs

through this state.
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Aizawl is located north ofthe Tropic ofCancer in the northern part ofMizoram at

23,72710 N - 92.71760 E. It is situated on a ridge 1,132 meters (3715 ft.) above sea level.

Thenzawl is located at 23,320 N 92,750 E. It has an averase elevation of 783 meters

(2s68 ft.).

Geographical area of production and Map is enclosed herewith and marked with

'B' letter-B.

kl Proofoforigin (Historical recordsf :

Dr. Mrs. N. Chatterjee, Senior Research Officer, Tribal Research Institute, Govt. of

Mizoram in her book, 'fuan the pride of Mizoram' (1978) published on behalf of Tribal

Research Institute, Aizawl, Mizoram stated that Ngotekherh is a traditional puan (cloth) of

the Mizo which they highly prized. It is held by many Mizos that the used of this type of
puan came in greater vogue amongst them after Vailen in the year 1869 when the Britishers

invaded Lushais and occupied their land. By the year 1890 many of the male Mizos started
putting on pants and shirts and the use of Ngotekherh as a puan for their common wea_r

began to gradually dwindle. This puan is basically meant for the male society of the Mizos

and is hardly worm by the female society before 1920, But as of now, both the males and

females put on this puan and it was observed that the females dominated the wearing of
this puan to a greater extent. Normally the puan is used as a wear round their waist for
festival and other cultural occasions.

Documentary evidences relating to proofoforigin (historical proof) ofthe Ngotekherh

are given below. The reference along with the photocopy are also provided. (Given in
Annexure l-Ato l-M)

4 In the newspaper"MlZO LEH VAI CHANCHIN BU" (printed at Loch printing

Press, Aijal) published in March 1925 described about the importance of cultivating cotton
and how it can be a blooming business for the Mizo people. (Reference - page no. 66 of the

newspaper nMizo 
Leh Vai Chanchin Bu'published in March 1925) (Annexure 1-A)

In the newspaper"MIZO LEH VAI CHANCHIN BU" (printed at Loch printing
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Press, Aijal) published in April 1925 reported that cotton weighing a total of 1 102 maund

was sold from seven differentvillages of Mizoram. (Reference - Page no. 81 of the newspaper

"Mizo Leh Vai Chanchin Bu'published in April 1925) (Annexure 1-B)

c) The book A GRAMMAR AND DICTIONARY OF THE LUSHAI LANGUAGE

(Dulien Dialect)'authored byJames Herbert Lorrain and Fred W, Savidge, printed at The

Assam Secretariat Printing Office, Shillong (Published 1898) defined Ngotekherh as the

name of a cloth, (Reference - Page no. 153 of the book h Grammar And Dictionary Of The

Lushai Language (Dulien Dialect)') (Annexure 1-C)

d) The book'DICTIONARY OFTHE LUSHAI LANGUAGE'authored byJames

Herbert Lorrain, published byThe Asiatic Society, Kolkata (Published 1940) stated that

Ngotekherh is the name of a cloth. (Reference - Page no. 368 of the book "Dictionary of the

Lushai language) (Annexure I -D)

e) Dr. Mrs. N. Chatterji, Senior Research OIIicer, Tribal Research Institute, Govt.

of Mizoram in her book, 'PUAN THE PRIDE OF MIZOMM'(Published 1978) published on

behalfofTribal Research Institute, Aizawl, Mizoram described the Ngotekherh puan in

detail. According to the book, *Ngotekherh is a traditional puan (cloth) of the Mizo which

they highly prized. It is held by many Mizos that the use of this tlpe of puan came in greater

vogue anongst them after Vailen in the year 1869 when the Britishers invaded Lushais and

occupied their land. By the year 1890 many of the male Mizos started putting on pants and

shirts and the use of Ngotekherh as a puan for their common wear began to gradually

dwindle. This puan is basically meant for the male society of the Mizos and is hardly worn

by the female society before 1920, But as of now, both the males and females put on this
puan and it was observed that the females dominated the wearing of this puan to a greater

extent. Normally the puan is used as a wear round their waist for festival and other cultural

occasions.'(Reference - Page no. 31& 32 ofthe book "Puan - The Pride ofMizoram," First

Edition - 1978, Author - Dr. Mrs, N, Chatterji, Published by Firma KLM Private Limited,

2578, Bepin Behari Ganguly Street, Calcutta-7}}}L2|(Annexure 1-E)
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f) Mr. James Dokhuma, PadmaShree, inhisbook TIMANLAI MIZO KALPHUNG'

(l"t Edition 1992) mentions that Ngotekherh is one of the most coveted possessions of the

Mizos in the olden times and was worn only during special occasions.(Reference - Page no,

190-191 of the book'Hmanlai Mizo KalphungJ (Annexure 1-F)

d Mr. Lianhmingthanga, Senior Research Oflicer, Tribal Research Instirute, Art

& Culture Department, Govt. of Mizoram in his book'MATERIAL CULTURE OFTHE MIZO'

published on 1998 stated that Ngotekherh puan is woven with a white and black
background on which black and white stripes are woven. (Reference - Page no. 7 1 of the

book Material Culture OfThe MizoJ fAnnexure 1-G]

h) ThebookZORAMENCYCLOPEDIA'(2003edition),byB.Lalthanglianacited

thatfuanngo, Ngotekherh, fuandum, fuanrin, fuanchei and fuanzeh are different Mizo

Puan.(Reference- Page N0.489 of the book Zoram Encyclopedial @nnexure 1-H)

i) The book'LAND & PEOPLE OF INDIAN STATES & UNiON TERRITORIES'

authored by SC Bhatt & Gopal K Bhargava, published by Kalpaz Publications, Delhi
(Published 2006) mentioned that Ngotekherh cloth was originally a men's cloth but now it is

wom by both men and women. (Reference - Page no. 187 of the book'Land & people of
Indian States & Union Territories'Volume - 19) lAnnexure 1{)

j) In the book PI PU ZUNLENG'(ls Edition 2007) authored by B. Lalthangliana,

an eminent Mizo historian, mentioned that Ngotekherh was one of the first cloth that the
Mizo produced after learning the technique ofusing dye from barks and leaves oftrees.
(Reference - Page N0.95 of the book'Pi tu ZunlengJ (Annexure l-J)

k) sth MIZOMM GENERAL KNOWLEDGE (2009, l.t Edition 2005) stated
that Ngotekherh was worn by Mizo women. (Reference - page N0.103 of the book)
(tuurexure l-$

l) Pi Boichhingpuii, former Director, Art & Culture Department, Gort. of Mizoram

in her book MIZO LA DEH LEH ZETHLAN' fPublished 2016], mentioned that in the earlier
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days Ngoteliherh was wom only by the men and later on the women also started wearing it.

She also mentioned that the Ngotekherh puan is one of the few cloths without much

variation from its original design. (Reference - Page no. 92 ofthe book'Mizo La Deh Leh

Zethlan' published in 2016) (Annexure 1-L)

m) The book 1NDIAN TEXTILES PAST AND PRESENT' (Published 1995),

describe Ngotekherh as a highlyprized possession of the Mizo. Authors are G.K. Ghosh and

Shukla Ghosh. (Ref- Pg.2 12)(Annexure 1-M)

Mr. B, Lalthangliana, a Mizo Historian, in his book'Hmasang Zonun (studies in
Mizo culture, Tradition and social Life)'(1st Edition 1992) describes that the Ngotekherh
cloth was produced around 1 700 AD when the Mizo tribes crossed the Tiau River (Tio River) ,

an international boundary river between India and Myanmar. He mentions that the

embroiderywoven on the cloth like Kawkpuizikzial and lenbuangthuam were accomplished

aroundthistime.

Mrs. Buangi Sailo, Padma Shree awardee, in her book Mizo Nunhlui leh funlar' (l st
Edition 2001) mentioned in details how the Ngotekherh cloth was produced starting from
the growing of cottons in the frelds, how the cloth was coloured/dyed and how the cloth or
the fabric was woven out of the loin loom.

In the book'A Grammar and Dictionary of the Lushai Language,published in l89g
by Mr, J. Herbert Lonain and Mr. Fred. w. savidge, (Pioneer Missionaries to the Lushais, of
the Arthingon Aborgines Mission) included the word 'Ngo-te-kherh'and defrne it as 'the
name of a cloth', (Part-lll Dictionary-Lushai-English, Page number 1 53).

lf Method of Production :

The weaving is done by women on a loom. while loin loom was used traditionally, the
mode of weaving at present is done by frame looms, zo looms and fly shuttles. The yarn for
weaving was cotton strictly at earlier time which has now been slowly replaced by acrylic
yam for its durability and attractive finish. The weaving in the loin loom is done in two
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parts, and the fabric is later stitched together. Frame handlooms produce single width
fabrics' The loin loom is veryversatile in the sense that it supports a range of possibilities
that can be woven. The weaver sits in front of the loom, Iixes the back strap and rests her leg
on the footrest. The footrest can be adjusted to keep the loom in tension. The weaving is
done on the loom by a shedding motion, a picking motion, and a beating motion. The heald
bar is lifted up with the left hand and the circular bamboo bar is pressed down with the
right hand. The weft is then passed through from the right to the left by means of the
shuttle, and is beaten by the sword. The shuttle is then passed from right to left, and the
weft is again beaten. The one-up-one-down process ofplain weave is repeated until weaving
is complete.

In the traditional practice, Pawndum was weaved only in the loin loom.

b) The loin loom consist offew pieces of stout bamboo and timber rods ofvary-
ing thickness. Three of these rods are used for fixing the loom in a stable position and
maintaining desired tension on the threads of the warp, while others are used to faciiitate
dillerent operations on the initially fued loom with its warps arranged thereon.

c) In addition to the rods, a flat blunt sword usually made out of the bark of a
particular kind oftree is used to beat the thread ofthe weft in the process ofweaving the
surface texture. Another function performed by this sword is to obtain space between two
rows of the warp threads to enable the weft thread to be slided across the breadth. To
achieve this the weft thread is wound on thin bamboo sticks.

d) A bamboo stick about 45" long is shaped into a sort ofprism with a base of
about half an inch to one inch wide and the side opposite to the base being cut out minutely
to make small grooves and crests. Its function is to keep the starched threads of the warp rn
a stable position under the grooves, thereby preventing collection ofwarp threads at any
point and creating unevenness in the texture of the cloth woven.

A thin bamboo stick of the same lengh is adjusted against the lengh of
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the prismatic stick so that the latter is prevented from going out of position during the

operation.

f) 1Vo other sticks are used to make loops with the help of additional thread by

entangling altemate threads ofthe warp. As a result ofthis operation, odd set ofthreads
remain entangled on one stick and the even set on the other. This arrangement enables the

two sets ofwarp threads to be moved alternately up and down during the process of
weaving. To provide sullicient space between the odd and even sets of warp a thick bamboo

is placed between the two sets ofthreads.

$ In earlier days, all threads used in the weaving are fnst dyed according to the
need ofcolour combination to be used. They used to prepare dyes from various roots and

herbs but with the availability of excellent synthetic dyes, the use ofnatural products has
been almost completely stopped. To ensure fastness of colour they are very particular to
have their threads at least doubledyed and maybe, in some cases dyed even more than two

times.

h) In earlier days all threads used in the weaving are first dyed according to the
need ofcolour combination to be used. They used to prepare dyes from various roots and
herbs but with the availabilify ofexcellent synthetic dyes, the use ofnatural products has
been almost completely stopped. To ensure fastness ofcolour they are very particular to
have their t}reads at least doubledyed and may be, in some cases dyed even more than two
times.

i) The yarn in earlier times used to be spun indigenously by the weavers. At
present coloured yams are purchased from stores. usually the sellers of yam bring white
yam from outside and have them dyed properly in Mizoram to ensure fasfuress of colour.

i) After obtaining the thread the first operation is to starch them. Unless
properly starched with solution of required concentration, the thread may not serve the
purpose of good weaving. In fact starching itself is a fairly technical process which the
weavers have to acquire patiently underthe expert guidance oftheir elders.
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k) The starchedthreadisdriedandrolledinto suitablysizedballs andthese are

used by the weavers and the helper to set on the loom for the warp.

1) The traditional Mizo Puar are woven on the loin loom. Early Mizo Puan were

made oflocal cotton, homespun and dyed with natural dyes obtained from various roots

and herbs. Yarns which are to be used for the warps are boiled in rice water for starching.

The starched yarn is dried and rolled into a suitable sized ball to set on the loom for warp. A

thick and strong wooden rod, the warp beam, is secured on the wall, one and half to two feet

above the floor. At an appropriate distance, a strong bamboo used as the breast beam, is

fastened secure$ against two arms of a chair, The weaver sits on the chair against the breast

beam which has been fxed on the arms of the chair. Two balls of yarns are placed in a

basket and the two free ends of the yams are tied on the extreme left of the breast beam. The

helper carries the two balls of yams back and forth between the warp beam and the breast

beam and continues thereon so that the threads are settled in such a way that a sort of

unwoven surface is produced. During the process, the weaver keeps separating odd and

even sets of yam by using a thick bamboo placed a little distance from her, and entangling

the yams in loops prepared with the help of additional yarns on additional sticks placed

against the bamboo, This operation enables the warp yams to be so manipulated that the

odd set ofyarns stand crosswise against the even set ofyarns on one of the two bamboo

sticks. Then loops are lifted up a little by the weavers. The operation also produces required

space between the crossed yams to enable the weft yams to be slided through the whole

breadth with the help of a bobbin.

m) The basic fabric of most of the Mizo textiles is warp faced plain weave using a

higher density of warp yams than weft yams. A set of supplementary yams are used for the

designs and motifs by rnserting the supplementary yams in between the warp yams while

weaung,

n) Nowadays, for mass production, Ngotekherh is also woven in handloom (Fly

shuttle loom) although the traditional weaving using the loin loom is still practiced.
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Raw materials :

In earlier days, cotton yams which are locally produced, homespun and dyed with
natura-l dyes are used. At present, synthetic yams which are available in the market are
widelyused. Silkyarns are also used but such cloths are extremelv costlv.

The traditional Ngotekherh are woven on the loin loom. The early Ngotekherh were
made oflocal cotton, homespun and dyed with natural dyes obtained lrom various roots
and herbs' Yarns which are to be used for the warps are boiled in rice water for starching.
The starched yam is dried and rolled into a suitable sized ball to set on the loom for warp. A
thick and strongwooden rod, the warp beam, is secured on the wall, one and half to two feet
above the floor. At an appropriate distance, a strong bamboo used as the breast beam, is
fastened securely against two arms of a chair, The weaver sits on the chair against the breast
beam which has been fixed on the arms ofthe chair. Two balls ofyarns are placed in a
basket and the two free ends of the yams are tied on the extreme left of the breast beam. The
helper carries the two balls of yams back and forth between the warp beam and the breast
beam and continues thereon so that the threads are settled in such a way that a sort of
unwoven surface is produced. During the process, the weaver keeps separating odd and
even sets of yam by using a thick bamboo placed a little distance from her, and entangling
the yams in loops prepared with the help of additional yarns on additional sticks placed
against the bamboo. This operation enables the warp yarns to be so manipulated that the
odd set ofyarns stand crosswise against the even set ofyarns on one ofthe two bamboo
sticks. Then loops are lifted up a litfle by the weavers. The operation also produces required
space between the crossed yarns to enable the weft yarns to be slided through the whole
breadth with the help of a bobbin, The basic fabric of most of the Mizo textiles is warp faced
plain weave using a higher density of warp yarns than weft yams. A set of supplementary
yams are used for the designs and motifs by inserling the supplementary yams in between
thewarp yarns while weaving.

Human factor plays a big role in the quality of Ngotekherh. A highly skilled weaver is
required to produce a good quality product. Great care is taken to make all the Hruih band
to form a continuous straight line. To have such products, the loops are uniformly lifted up
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during weaving. A good quality Hruih does not have any crease and no other background
colour should be visible in it. In a perfect Hruih, care is taken to apply the denting unifornrly
such that all the designs of the two parts meets uniformly.

mf Uniqueness:

All the weaving features whereby the white woof is delicate$ hidden under the black
warp. sometimes the black stripes near the broad black border along the edges are white
and black chains of delicate design. Weaving of the woolen bars demand great expertise with
long experience. The quality ofNgotekherh is assessed most$ on the basis ofabsence of
any white streak primarily on these black bars. It is also necessary to ensure that no white
spot becomes visible anywhere in the black borders and stripes. Another important features
is that a fairly large number of thin black stripes are hidden completely between the two
white surfaces ofthe puan. This has the effect ofproviding a deeper black pattern on the
black stripes where the hidden vertical stripes cross the horizontal ones. Besides the hidden
black stripes between white surfaces produce raint check-like appearance when the puan rs
viewed against bright light,

Ngotekherh is a white base fabric with 7'- g" thick black warp borders on each
side. These thick borders have hve to six thin white stripes (about quarter of a centimeter
each) woven on the inner side of the borders, Two weft-wide woolen bands with a weft-rib
weave divide the whole cloth into three parts. This weft-rib structure is known as Hruih or
in this case, Kherh. The rest ofthe white warp has equally spaced warp stripes (of about
half an inch each) and equally spaced black weft stripes of the same size, which makes the
appearance ofthis portion ofthe cloth likes checks. However, the black weft stripes are
almost entirely concealed by the dominant white warp, thus giving the black weft stripes
only a faith appearance. The space between these stripes varies between 1 to 1.5 inches.

The distinctive features of the Ngotekherh is that the white weft is almost
completely hidden by the black wam in which it intersects.

Weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great expertise since the qualitv of one is
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assessed mostly on the basis ofthe absence ofwhite streaks on the black Hruih, biack
borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and frneness of the Hruih.

n) Special Characters and Unique Features ofNgotekherh :

a) The weaving quality ofNgotekherh is very fine such that the inner and outer design
of the fuan is almost indistinguishable. Also, the stripes on the cloth follows a certain
pattern in such away that the orientation of the cloth remains the same both ways. This is
not the case in the normal Mizo Puan where the inner design and its orientation is easily
distinguishable,

b) Amongst the Mizo fuan, Tlruih/Band'style ofweavingis found onlyin Mizo puanchei,

Ngotekherh, Tawlhlohpuan and Puanrin.

Hruih is a band that runs vertically along the Ngotekherh. According to the
Dictionary of the Lushai Language by James Herbert Lorrain, Hruih is defined as ,,A

transverse stripe in a cloth, so woven that the woof almost completely hides the warp from
view. When along the border of a cloth it prevents it from splitting.,'

Hruih is a very difficult technique of weaving, Many skined weavers are unable to
master the technique of Hruih. Therefore, when Hruih design needs to be incorporated, a
Flruih expert (Hruih specialist) is usually hired to weave the Hruih design. In the olden days,
normal weavers often trade the skill of Hruih Specialist to a basketful (Traditional M tzo cute
basket) offirewood (collecting a basketful offirewood is considered a full day,s work). This
shows how the weavers higtrly regard the skill of Hruih specialists.

c) The 'Hruih/Band'design in Ngotekherh does not have any wrinkie or crease. In
addition, no other background colour is visible in it. several Hruih are embedded in
Ngotekherh. There are two dominant black Hruih in Ngotekherh which divides the whole
cloth into three main parts, adding uniqueness to the cloth.

Ngotekherh can be easily distinguished from other Mizo puar. Althoueh the cloth
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consist of only two colours i,e., black and white, the design and combination is unique. Just
by looking at the cloth, one can easily differentiate it from ail other existing puan/textiles.

e) In the olden days, only the women would weave Ngotekherh in the loin loom, With
the advent of machine loom, even men have also started weaving as the industryhave proved

to be a good source of income. However, till now on$ Mizo women weave Ngotekherh using
the traditional loin loom.

f) The traditional loom used by the Mizo is the loin-loom. Generally, two pieces of cloth
are woven which are delicately sevrr together to form one complete Puan. Unlike the other
Puan, Ngotekherh is woven in two pieces lengthwise. The breadth of each piece

measures 22.5".

g) In the earlier days, the material used for the ground fabric (Puan Bu) of Ngotekherh

is the locally produced cotton yam. Nowadays, acryiic yam that are easily available in the
market is most commonly used due to rise in demand of Ngotekherh. Silk is also recently
introduced in the production of Ngotekherh. It has also evolved in different colour
combinations such as red and white, green and white, and blue and white.

h) The traditional colour and design of the Ngotekherh has remained the same
over the years. Although earlier Ngotekherh were woven using a back strap 1oom, now the
majority of production of Ngotekherh is done using fly shuttle looms.

o) Linkage to the specific geographical location includlng human creativity
involved:

It is held by many Mizos that the use of this type of puan came in greater vogue
amongst them after vailen in the year 1869 when the Britishers invaded Lushais and
occupied their land. By the year 1890, many of the male Mizos started putting on pant and
shirt and the use of Ngotekherh as a puan for their common wear began to gradually
dwindle. However, the woman continued to use them as before and even the men used them
intheirhomes.
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The creativity ofthe weavers can be observed from the elegant design ofNgotekherh.

In Ngotektrerh, as the name suggest, the only design incorporated is the 'Hruih'band and

'l(herh'that lines the Hruih on both edges. The 'Hruih'and 'Kherh'are very difficult
technique of weaving which requires highly skilled weavers to incorporate the design. These

designs originate from Mizoram and are also found in other Mizo traditional puan such as

Mizo Puanchei. In addition, the elegant nature of Ngotekherh, with the ground fabric made

in white and beautlfully decorated with two prominent Black Hruih shows the creativity of

the weavers. One ofthe reasons that Ngotekherh consists ofonly black and white could be

due to the availability of only black dye during the time the puan was originally created.

pl Dimenslon, descriptions and designs of Mizo Ngotekherh :

Ngotekherh is a traditional Mizo dress. "Ngotekherh'is purely a Mizo word or
language. Ngotekherh got its name from the small white weft stripes present on either edge

of the weft-rib structure Hruih. These white stripes give the black Hruih a laddered effect.

Therefore in this sense, 'Ngo' means white, 'te' means small and 'kherh' is a tlpe of Hruih.

It is a cloth/skirt which is wrapped around the waist and is worn by women
especially during festivals. It is produced throughout the state of Mizoram, and the marn

centre of production is at Aizawl and in the Thenzawl town.

Ngotekherh is a compactly woven textile, a medium to healy fabric, and a good

quality woven fabric. It is woven on a traditional loin loom. A especially skilled weavers are

required for making this well-ordered textile. weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great

expertise since the quality ofone is assessed mostly on the basis ofthe absence ofwhite
streaks on the black Hruih, black borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and
fineness of the Hruih.

In the earlier days, homespun cotton yarns dyed with natural dyes are used.
Synthetic yams slowly replaced the use of locally produced cotton yarns, since wide range of
synthetic yams are available in the market. The weaving process of Ngotekherh involves
starching of the warp yalns, warping, weaving, inserting the designs and motifs by hand,
and sewing together of the two pieces to make the complete fuan.
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Ngotekherh is one of the most commonly used costume in the Mizo festive dances
and ofhcial ceremonies. Detailed specification and benchmark ofNgotekherh is given in
points as below:-

a) Ngotekherh is generally 63" in lengh and 45" in breadth. The size can vary slightly
depending on the size of women wearine it.

b) The background ofNgotekherh is white with horizontal shadowy black stripes which
is produced by using white and black weft alternately in the white vertical warp.

c) Ngotekherh is woven in two pieces lengthwise and are sewn together (called Zungthui,
meaning sewn together or stitched by hand) in the middle forming a complete puan,

d) Both the outer edges breadthwise have a thick black band 0f7.7 inch. on this black
band at about 5.5 inch form the edge there runs 6 thin white stripes of about 2 mm.

e) No motifs are incorporated in Ngotekherh.

Ngotekherh always have fringes on both edges lengthwise of about lz" to 1,,.

g) Ngotekherh is weaved in such awaythat the white weft is delicatelyhidden under the
blackwarp.

tt) The quality of Ngotekherh is assessed mostly on the basis of absence of any white
streak primarily on these black bands.

i) Another important feature is that a fairly large number of thin black stripes are
hidden completely between the two white surfaces of the puan. This has the effect of provid-
ing a deeper black pattem on the black stripes where the hidden vertical stripes cross the
horizontal ones. Besides the hidden black stripes between white surfaces produce faint
check-like appearalce when the puan is viewed against bright light.
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j) Ngotektrerhis awhite basefabricwith 7"-g" thickblackwarpborders on each side.
These thick borders have Iive to six thin white stripes (about quarter of a centimeter each)
woven on the inner side ofthe borders.

k) Another important feature of Ngotekherh is that a two weft-wise woolen bands with a
weft-rib weave divide the whole cloth into three parts. This weft-rib structure is known as
Hruih, Amongst the Mizo Puan, Tlruih/Band' style of weaving is found only in Mizo puanchei,

Ngotekfrerh, Tawlhlohpuan and puanrin.

Hruih is a band that runs vertically a.long the Ngotekherh. According to the
Dictionary of the Lushai Language by James Herbert Lorrain, Hruih is dehned as ,,A

transverse stripe in a cloth, so woven that the woof almost completely hides the warp from
view. When along the border of a cloth it prevents it from splitting.,,

Hruih is a very difficult technique of weaving. Many skilled weavers are unable to
master the technique of Hruih, Therefore, when Hruih design needs to be incorporated, a
Hruih expert (Hruih specialist) is usually hired to weave the Hruih design. In the olden days,
normalweavers often trade the skill of Hruih specialist to abasketful (traditional Mizo cane
basket) offirewood (collecting a basketfur ofhrewood is considered a full day,s work). This
shows how high the weavers regard the skill of Hruih specialists.

l) On both the outer edge of the Hruih is Kherh. Kherh is a white coloured thin weft on
the border of Hruih. weaving a smooth and fine Kherh requires special skill.

m) The rest of the white warp has equally spaced black warp stripes (of about ha.lf an
inch each) and equally spaced blackweft stripes of the same size, which makes the appear-
ance of this portion of the cloth like checks. However, the black weft stripes are almost
entirely concealed by the dominant white warp, thus giving the black weft stripes only a
faintappearance. The spacebetweenthese stripesvariesbetween l to 1.5inches.

n) The distinctive features of the Ngotekherh is that the white weft is almost completelv
hidden by the blackwarp in which it intersects.
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o) weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great expertise since the quality of one is
assessed mostly on the basis of the absence of white streaks on the black Hruih, black
borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and fineness ofthe Hruih.

q) Traditlonal Practlce - Now and then :

Ngotekherh is a traditional Mizo dress. "Ngotekherh" is purely a Mizo word or
language' Ngoteliherh got its name from the small white weft stripes present on either edge
of the weft-rib structure Hruih. These white stripes give the black Hruih a laddered effect.
Therefore in this sense, 'Ngo'means white, 'te'means small and kherh'refers to a tvpe of
Hruih.

It is a cloth/skirt which is wrapped around the waist and is worn by women
especially during festivals, It is produced throughout the state of Mizoram, and the main
centre of production is at Aizawl and in the Thenzawl town.

Ngotekherh is a compactly woven textile, a medium to heavy fabric, and a good
quality woven fabric. It is woven on a traditional loin loom. A especially skilled weavers are
required for making this well-ordered textile. weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great
expertise since the quality ofone is assessed mostly on the basis ofthe absence ofwhite
streaks on the black Hruih, black borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and
fineness oftle Hruih.

l1 the earlier days, homespun cotton yarns dyed with natural dyes are used.
synthetic yams slowlyreplaced the use of locally produced cotton yarns, sinci wide range of
synthetic yarns are available in the market. The weaving process of Ngotekherh involves
starching of the warp yams, warping, weaving, inserting the designs and motifs by hand,
and sewing together of the two pieces to make the complete fuan.

It is held by many Mizos that the use of this type of puan came in greater vogue
amongst them aJter vailen in the year 1869 when the Britishers invaded Lushais and
occupied_their land, By the year 1890, many of the male Mizos started putting on pant and

thr.rt gnd the use of Ngotekherh as a puan for their common *.*-b.gutt to giadually
dwindle. However, the woman continued to use them as before and even thi men used them
intheirhomes.

The creativityof theweavers can be observed from the elegant design of Ngotekherh.
In Ngotekherh, as the name suggest, the only design incorporated is the Ttruihiband and
'Kherh' that lines the Hruih on both edges. The 'Hruiht and 'Kherh, a-re very difficult
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technique of weaving which requires highly shl1ed weavers to incorporate the design. These
designs originate ffom Mizoram and are also found in other Mizo traditional puan such as
Mizo fuanchei. In addition, the elegant nature of Ngotekherh, with the ground fabric made
in white and beautifully decorated with two prominent Black Hruih shows the creativity of
the weavers. One ofthe reasons that Ngotekherh consists ofonly black and white could be

due to the availability of only black dye during the time the puan was originally created.

rf An lnternatWatchdog mechanlsm set up by the producers to maintain the
quality and regulating the use ofGeographical lndicatlons :

The quality of Ngoteklrerh will be monitored by an intema-l watchdog mechanism in
order to maintain the original physical characteristics as per GI registration. The system of
intemalwatchdogmechanismwill consists of committee members such as represenfatives of
producers and GI experts.

s) Inspection Body:
Inspection structure to regulate the use of the Gl
The inspection structure is formed by the State Government of Mizoram vide

Notifi cation No . D.280 16 I I I 20 1 5-AC dated 26s October, 20 1 8 (Annexure) which consists
of the members as below:-

Chairman: Secretaryto Govt. of Mizoram, Art & Culture Department
Member Secretary : Director, Art & Culture Department
Members : 1. Director, Commerce & Industries Department,

2. Scientific OIficer, Patent Information Centre Mizoram Science, Technologr &
knovation Council.

3. Chairman, Mizoram Handloom & Handicraft Cooperative Society Ltd.
4. Representative from Mizo fuan Producer.

5. President, Mizoram Upa Pawl General Headquarters.
6. President, Central Young Mizo Association.
7. President, Mizo Hmeichhe Insuihkhawm Pawl General Headquarters.
8 . Expert in Mizo Traditional Textiles (to be nominated) .

'C' Copy of Notilication is attached herewith and marked with letter-C.

Post Registration conditions :

Registration ofproducers of Ngotekherh as Authorised Users will be initiated soon
after the GI registration is granted.
Report will be submitted to the GI Re$stry within one year regarding the impact of GI
registration and the various means of propaganda use for promotion of the GI good.

t)
t)

ii)
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ul Other:
By registering Ngotekherh as G.1., it will help in safeguarding the origin and

tradition attached to this unique attire.

Along with the Statement of Case in Class 24 in respect of Textiles and textile
goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers and in Class 25 in respect of
clothing, footwear and headgear in the name(s) of Mizoram Art & Cultural Society
whose address is Directorate of Art & Culture Department Building, Chanmari,
Aizawl, Mlzoran, PIN-796007 who claim(s) to represent the interest of the producers of
the goods to which the geographical indication relates and which geographical indication is
used continuously since not applicable in respect ofthe said goods.

2. The Application shall include such other particulars called for in Rule 32(1) in the
Statement of Case ;

a) Statement of Case enclosed herewith.
b) Alfi.davit enclosed herewith.

All communications in relation to these proceedings may please be sent to the
following address in India:

D. SEN & CO.
Patent & Trade Mark Attomeys

6, Old Post Ofiice Street
Ground Floor

Kolkata - 70000 1.

Phone No. : 9830059818, 9830060818
E.mail : co.dsen@grnail.com

DATED THIS 29TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2018.

For Mizoram fut & Cultural Society,A-z_{$N-
Gargi Sen,)dvocate

ofD. SEN & CO.

Attomey for the Applicant.
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ADDITIONAL REPRESENTATION

Name of the Appllcant :

Mizoramfut & Cultural Society.

Address :

Directorate of Art & Culture Department Building

Chanmari, Aizawl

Mizoram, PIN-796007.

Phone No. : 0389-2341038

Telefax : 0389-2341369

E-maj1 : dacmi@ahoo.com

Goods and Classes :

Class 24 - Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and

table covers.

Class 25 - Clothing, footwear, headgear.

dl Specification:
Ngotekherh is a popular traditional cloth ofthe Mizo people. lt is a delicately sewn

cloth or fabric which is woven out of a loinloom. The original l{gotekherh was plain white,

rectangular in shape with only two black stripes of 3 of 4 inches broad each running in

traverse direction at a distance of about 1 /3rd of the whole length from both edge of the

puan. This stripping was originally called Thathruih and along the perimeter was

embedded a small black and white stripes called kuthruih also known as Lherb. However,

cf
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modilications of the puan which was made from time to time has led to a paradigm shift.

The early modifications of a broader black stripping's were called Tlangtial Ngotekherh,

later the border of the puan was made with a broad black stripes and severa.l number of

smaller black stripes running in longitudinal and traverse direction making a number of

small perfect squarcs specilically called as Mangpuantlal, Normally it is 60" in length and

32" in breadth,

This particular type of puan (cloth) is woven with a white background and black

stripes on it, T\uo deep black borders about four to five inches broad run along two edges

lenghwise. Adjoining these borders thin black stripes are sometimes woven numbering

about two to six according to individual liking, These are so spaced that the intervening

white portions look like stripes of the same breadth, Besides these, quite a few other black

stripes of similaf breadth are woven throughout the surface len$hwise between the two

broad borders. But these are spread differently from those adjoining the black borders

Usually the spacing between these stripes is maintained between two to three inches, also

two black stripes run breadthwise at each edge accompanied by a thin thread like stripe in

addition to these lengthwise borders and stripes there ale two broad black bars woven with

wool which run in the middle of the puan breadthwise, dividing it into three equai parts,

Specification and quality parameters of'Ngotekherh' :

Ngotekherh is a Mizo textile made of two-loom (ioin loom) widths'

In the loin loom, Ngotekherh is woven in two pieces lengthwise, The two half puan

are sewn together using Zungthui style to form the complete Ngotekherh'

03. It is atraditional Mizo fuan with a unique check-like design'

04. The check-like design is formed due to the crossing or intersecting ofhorizontal

intense black stripes and vertical less-intense black stripes'

05. Each check-tke design is a perfect square or close to it

06. The check-like desigrr in Ngotekherh is uniform and each side of the square

measures 1 to 1.5 inches each.

07 . The number of horizontal intense black stripes ralges fiom I 1- 17 which may vary

sligfrtly depending on the size of the pual.

01.

02.
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08. The number of vertical less-intense black stripes ranges from 20-27 which may vary

slightly depending on the size of the puar.

09. The upperand lowerpart ofthe puan isbordered byathickblackband measuring

about 20 cm each. Within each thick band, there are small black and white stripes

about 3-6 in nos.

10. Ngoteli:herh consist of only two colours i.e . black and white.

1 l. Two distinct or major Tlruih'in black divides the Ngotekherh vertically into thre e

parts. When wrapping the Ngotekherh around the waist, the two 'Hruih'always lie

exactly or close to both side s of the hip. The se majorTlruih'are particularly known as

Thaihruih.'

12. A very fine kherh runs along the outer border of the two major Hruih. Kherh is a

special type of narrow and fine stitch Kuthruih/Thaihruih containing altemate black

and white colour. Kherh is an important criterion to assess the quality of Ngotekherh.

13. A medium 'Hruih'and smaller 'Hruih'runs vertically along the two borders of the

puan.

14. Shape of the whole puan (cioth) is rectangular.

15. Thickness: 0.5 mm (non-motif)

16. Thickness : l.2mm (hruih), 0.8mm (outerhruih)

17 . Colours : Black and white

18. Breadth:45"(weft)approx.

19. Length:63'(warp)approx.

20. SurfaceAreaofthewholepuan: 2835 sq. inchesapprox,

21. Weight : 405 g approx,

22, Weight per square inch : 0, 143 g per sq, inch

23. Weight per inch (warp) : 6,43 g per inch (warp)

24. Weight per inch (weft) : 9.00 g per inch (weft)

25. Width of major Hruih : 60 mm

26. Widthof medium Hruih: 10mm

27 . Width of small Hruih : 2 mm

28. Thread count: Warp 103 per inch, weft 31 per inch,

29 . Ngotekherh always have fringes on both edges lengthwise of about I 12" to I .
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years, even though earlier Ngotekherhs were woven using mail spun cotton yarn and not

acrylic. Even though Ngotekherh was traditionally woven using a blackstrap loom, now

the majority of production of Ngotekherh is done using fly shuttle looms. It has also

evolved in different color combinations such as red and white, and blue and rvhite.

Ngotekherh is a traditional cloth (Handicraft) of the Mizo people. Ngotekherh is a

white base fabric',vith 7"- 8'thick blackwarp borders on each side. These thick borders

have five to six thin white stripes (about quarter of a centimeter each) woven on the inner

side of the borders. Two weft-wide woolen bandswith aweft-rib weave divide the whole cloth

into three parts. This weft-rib structure is known as Hruih or in this case, Kherh. The lest

of the white warp has equally spaced warp stripes (of about half an inch each) and equally

spaced blackweft stripes of the same size, which makes the appearalce of this portion of

the cloth likes checks. However, the black weft stripes are almost entirely concealed by the

dominant white warp, thus giving the black weft stripes only a faith appearance. The space

between these stripes varies between 1 to 1,5 inches.

The distinctive features of the Ngotekherh is that the white weft is almost

completely hidden by the black warp in which it intersects.

weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great expertise since the quality of one is

assessed mostly on the basis ofthe absence ofwhite streaks on the black Hruih, black

borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and frreness of the Hruih. It is either

draped or wrapped around the waist by women, It is a culturally signilicant textile/cloth of

the Mizo people. Ngotekherh is a traditional puan highly prized by the Mizos. ln the

beginning this puan was popularly known as Puanhruih and it appeals to have received

this name from the wgrd Hrulh which in Mizo language means transverse stripes on cloth

The weaving of this stripes too was specially designed whereby the woof almost

completely hid the walp from common view. In fact in the early days gradual development of

puan-weaving such as specialitywas looked upon as the great achievement in the weaving

technique and their continued efforts to stabilize a distinctive design for this type oipuan

ultmately led to what it is today. This puan is also now known as Ngotekherh where the
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Absence of white streaks on the black Hruih, black border, black stripes and

fineness should all be important criteria to assess the quality of Ngoteltrerh.

The presence of very fine lfrerh on both the outer border of the two major Hruih is an

unportant criterion to assess the quality ofNgotekherh'

Ngotekherh produced in machines such as fly shuttle loom, etc. should have the

same quality as produced from the loin loom.

DATED THIS 29TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 20 18.

Gargi Sen, Advocate
ofD. SEN & CO.

Attomey for the APPlicant

6, Old Post OIIice Street

Ground Floor

Kolkata - 70000 1'

E.mail : co.dsen@gmail.com
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Name of the Applicant

Address

STATEMENT OF CASE

Mizoram Art & Cultural Society.

Directorate of Art & Culture Department Building,

Chanmari, Aizawl, Mizoram, PIN-796007.

1. Type ofgoods:
Class 24 - Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and

table covers.

Class 25 - Clothing, footwear, headgear.

2. Specification l

Ngotekherh is a popular traditionai cloth ofthe Mizo people. It is a delicately sewn

cloth or fabric which is woven out of a loin-loom. The original Ngotekherh was plain white,

rectangular in shape with only two black stripes of 3 of 4 inches broad each running in

traverse direction at a distance of about 1/3rd of the whole length from both edge of the

puan. This stripping was originally called Thaihruih and along the perimeter was

embedded a small black and white stripes called kuthruih also known as kherh. However,

modifications of the puan which was made from time to time has led to a paradigm shift

The early modifications of a broader black stripping's were cailed Tlan$ial Ngotekherh , later

the border of the puan was made with a broad black stripes and several number of smaller

black stripes running in longitudinal and traverse direction making a number of sma.ll

perfect squares specifically called as Mangpuantial. Normally it is 60' in length and 32' in

breadth.

This particular type of puan (cloth) is woven with a white background and black

stripes on it. Two deep black borders about four to five inches broad run along two edges

lengthwise. Adjoining these borders thin black stripes are sometimes woven numbering
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about two to six according to individual liking. These are so spaced that the intervening

white portions looklike stripes of the same breadth, Besides these, quite afew other black

stripes of similar breadth are woven throughout the surface lengthwise between the two

broad borders. But these are spread differently from those adjoining the black borders.

Usually the spacing between these stripes is maintained between two to three inches, also

two black stripes run breadthwise at each edge accompanied by a thin thread like stripe. In

addition to these lengthwise borders and stripes there are two broad black bars woven with

wool which run in the middle of the puan breadthwise, dividing it into three equal parts.

3. Detailed specification and benchmark of Ngotekherh is given in points

as below :-
a) Ngotekherh is generally 63 in length and 45 in breadth. The size can valy slightly

depending on the size of women wearing it.

b) The ground fabric ofNgotekherh is white with horizontal shadowy black stripes

which is produced byusingwhite andblack weft alternately in the white vertical warp.

c) Ngotekherh is woven in two pieces lengthwise and are sewn together (called Zungthui,

meaning sewn together or stitched by hand) in the middle forming a complete puan

d) Thebase fabric ofNgotekherh shouldbewhitewith7"- 8" thickblackwarp borders

on each side, which are sometimes smaller depending on individual preference.

e) within these thick borders, about 6" from the outer edge there are should have five to

ri" tttitt *t it. stripes (about quarter of a centimeter each) woven on the inner side of the

borders. These are so spaced that the intervening white portions look like white stripe s of the

same breadth.

f) The rest of the white warp has equally spaced black warp stripes (of about half

an inch each) and equally spaced black weft stripes of the same size, which makes the

appearance of this portion of the cloth like checks. However, the black weft stripes are

imost entirely concealed by the dominant white warp, thus giving the black weft stripes

only a faint appearance. The space between these stripes varies between 1 to 1.5 inches'

g) Ngotekherh always have fringes on both edges len$hwise of about lz" to 1" .

h) A thin black band (Hruih) of about 2 mm wide is found on the inner side of each

fringes. Next to this thin Hruih runs a black band (Hruih) of about 1 cm in width.
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i) Another important feature is that a fairly large number of thin black stripes
are hidden between the two white surfaces of the puan. This has the effect of providing a
deeper black pattern on the black stripes where the hidden vertical stripes cross the
horizontal ones. Besides the hidden black stripes between white surfaces produce faint
check-like appearance when the puan isviewed againstbright light.

j) An important feature of Ngotekherh is that a two weft-wise black woollen bands (of

about 6cm) with a weft-rib weave divide the whole cloth into three parts. This
weft-rib structure is known as Hruih. Amongst the Mizo Puan, 'Hruih/Band'style of
weaving is found only in Mizn Puanchei, Ngotekherh, Tawlhlohpuan and fuanrin.

Hruih is a band that runs vertically along the Ngotekherh, According to the
Dictionary of the Lushai Language by James Herbert Lorrain, Hruih is deiined as "A

transverse stripe in a cloth, so woven that the woof almost completely hides the warp from

view. When along the border of a cloth it prevents it from splitting.'

Hruih is avery difhcult technique of weaving, Many skilled weavers are unable to

master the technique of Hruih. Therefore, when Hruih design needs to be incorporated, a

Hruih expert (Hruih specialist) is usually hired to weave the Hruih design. In the olden days,

normal weavers often trade the skill of Hruih specialist to a basketful (traditional Mizo cane

basket) of firewood (collecting a basketful of firewood is considered a full day's work). This

shows how high the weavers regard the skill of Hruih specialists.

k) On both the outer edge of the Hruih is Kherh. Kherh is a white coloured thin weft on

the border of Hruih. Weaving a smooth and fine Kherh requires special skiil.

l) Ngotektrerh isweaved in such awaythatthe whiteweft is delicatelyhiddenunder the

blackwarp,

m) The qualityofNgotekherhis assessedmostlyon the basis ofabsence ofanywhite
streak primarily on these black bands (Hruih).

n) The distinctive features of the Ngotekherh is that the white weft is almost complete$

hidden by the blackwarp in which it intersects.

o) Weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great expertise since the quality of one is

assessed mostly on the basis of the absence of white streaks on the black Hruih, black
borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and fineness of the Hruih,
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p) No particular motifs are incorporated in Ngotekherh.

f) Name of the geographical indication (andparticulars) :

The name of the Geographical Indication is Ngotekherh. Ngotekherh is a beautiful

textiles used as dress by Mizo women to cover their body below the waist, It mainly

manufactured in Aizawl, the capital of Mizoram and Thenza'wl, avillage located south of

Aizawl, with over 200 professionalweavers. In the olden times, Ngotekherh was one of the

prized textile possessions of the Mizo (Lusei) tribe, owned mostly bywealthy families and

wom only 0n special occasions. It was formerly used by both men and women, men used it
as a shawl-draped around their bodies.

4, Description ofthe goods :

Ngotekherh is a traditional cloth (Handicraft) of the Mizo peopie. It is either draped or

wrapped around the waist by women. It is a cultura-11y signilicant textile/cloth of the Mizo

people. Ngotekherh is a traditional puan highly prized by the Mizos. In the beginning this

puan was populariy known as fuanhruih and it appears to have received this name from

the word Hruih which in Mizo language means transverse stripes on cloth. The weaving of

this stripes too was specially designed whereby the woof a-lmost completely hid the warp

from common view. In fact in the early days gradual development of puan-weaving such as

speciality was looked upon as the great achievement in the weaving technique and their

continued efforts to stabilize a distinctive design for this type of puan ultimately led to what

itis today. This puan is also nowknown as Ngotekherhwhere theword Ngote in Mizolanguage

refers to a p€t name for a little boy or a girl and kherh is slnon1'rnous with hruih. It may not

be unlikely that the name Puanhruih got gradually changed into Ngotekherh in view of its

daintiness and newly evolved beauty in its design.

The traditional color and design of the Ngotekherh has remained the same over the

years, even though earter Ngotekherhs were woven using mail spun cotton ya-rn and not

acrylic. Even though Ngotekherh was traditionally woven using a blackstrap loom, now the

majority of production of Ngotekherh is done using fly shuttle looms. It has also evolved in

different color combinations such as red and white, and blue and white.

Ngotekherh is a traditionai cloth (Handicraft) of the Mizo people. Ngotekherh is a

white base fabric with 7'- 8' thick black warp borders 0n each side. These thick borders

have five to six thin white stripes (about quarter of a centimeter each) woven on the inner

side of the borders. T\vo weft-wide woolen bands with a weft-rib weave divide the whole cloth

into thrce parts, This weft-rib structure is known as Hruih or in this case, Kherh' The rest of

the white warp has equally spaced warp stripes (of about half an inch each) and equally
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spaced blackweft stripes of the same size, which makes the appealance of this portion of

the cloth likes checks. However, the black weft stripes are almost entirely concealed by the

dominant white warp, thus giving the black weft stripes only a faith appearance, The space

between these stripes varies between I to 1.5 inches.

The distinctive features of the Ngotekherh is that the white weft is almost completely

hidden by the blackwarp in which it intersects.

weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great expertise since the quality of one is

assessed mostly on the basis ofthe absence ofwhite streaks on the black Hruih, black

borders and black stripes and also the smoothness arld fineness of the Hruih. It is either

draped or wrapped around the waist by women. It is a culturaily significant textile/c1oth of

the Mizo people. Ngotekherh is a traditional puan highly prized by the Mizos, In the

beginning this puan was popularly known as Puanhruih and it appears to have received this

name from the word Hruih which in Mizo language means transverse stripes on cloth.

The weaving of this stripes too was specially designed whereby the woof almost

completely hid the warp from common view. In fact in the early days gradual development of

puutt-*.uuit g tuch as speciality was looked upon as the great achievement in the weaving

iechnique and their continued efforts to stabilize a distinctive design for this type ofpuan

ultimately led to what it is today, This puan is also now known as Ngotekherh where the

word Ngote in Mizolanguage refers to a pet name for a little boy or a giri and kherh is

synonymous with hruih. It may not be unlikely that the name Puanhruih got gradually

.it*gld into Ngotekherh in view of its daintiness and newly evolved beauty in its design.

The traditional color and design of the Ngotekherh has remained the same ovel the yea-rs,

even though earlier Ngotekherhs were woven using mail spun cotton yarn and not acryiic.

Even thouglr Ngotelherh was traditionally woven using a blackstrap loom, now the majority

ofproduction ofNgotekherh is done using fly shuttle looms. It has also evolved in different

color combinations such as red and white, and blue and white.

5.
01.
02.

03.

04.

Specification and quallty parameters of'Ngotekherh' :

Ngotekherh is a Mizo textile made of two-loom (loin loom) widths.

Inthe loin loom, Ngotekherh is woven in two pieces lengthwise. The two half puan

are sewn togetherusingZungthui style to form the complete Ngotekherh.

It is a traditional Mizo Puan with a unique check-like design.

The check-like design is formed due to the crossing or intersecting ofhorizontal

intense black stripes and vertical less-intense black stripes.
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Each check-like design is aperfect square or close to it.
The check-like design in Ngotekherh is uniform and each side of the square

measures I to 1.5 inches each,

The number of horizontal intense black stripes ranges from 1 1- 17 which may vary

slightly depending on the size of the puan.

The number ofvertical less-intense black stripes ranges from 20-27 which may vary

sliglrtly depending on the size of the puan.

The upper and lower part ofthe puan is bordered by a thick black band measuring

about 20 cm each. Within each thick band, there are small black and white stripes

about 3-6 in nos.

Ngotekherh consist of onlytwo colours i.e. black and white.

Two distinct or major 'Hruih'in black divides the Ngotekherh vertically into three

parts. When wrapping the Ngotekherh around the waist, the two 'Hruih'always 1ie

exactly or close to both sides of the hip. These major'Hruih'are particularly known as

Thaihruih.'
A very fine kherh runs along the outer border of the two major Hruih. Kherh is a

special type of nanow and fine stitch Kuthruih/Thaihruih containing altemate black

and white colour. Kherh is an important criterion to assess the quality of Ngotekherh,

A medium 'Hruih'and smaller 'Hruih'runs vertically along the two borders of the

DUan.

14. Shape ofthe whole puan (cloth) is rectangular.

15, Thickness : 0.5 mm (non-moti$

16. Thickness: 1.2 mm (hruih), 0.8 mm (outer hruih)
17 . Colours : Black and white
18. Breadth:45"(weft)approx.
19. Length:63"(warp)approx.
20. Surface Area ofthe whole puar: 2835 sq. inches approx,

21. Weight : 405 g approx.
22. Weight per square inch : 0. 143 g per sq. inch
23. Weight per inch (warp) : 6.43 g per inch (warp)

24. Weight per inch (weft) : 9.00 g per inch (weft)

25. Width of major Hruih : 60 mm

26. WidthofmediumHruih: 10mm
27. WidthofsmallHruih : 2mm
28. Thread counl Warp 103 per inch, weft 31 per inch.
29, Ngoteliherh always have fringes on both edges lengthwise of about L 12" to 1.

30. The type of yarn use is mainly cotton. Acrylic and silk yarns are now also

incorporated.

tz.

IJ.
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6. Benchmark for Ngotekherh :

0 1. The weaving quality must be fure such that the appearance of inner and outer side is

almost indistinguishable.

02. In the loin loom, Ngoteliherh must always be woven in two pieces lengthwise.

03. The two pieces of the cloth woven in loin loom must be identical.

04. The two halves of Ngotekherh produced in loin loom must be sewn together using

Zungthui style.

The 'Hruihi Band'desigrrs in Ngotekherh must not have any wrinlde or crease'

The Hruih should be highly compact and dense such that not even a streak should

be visible arywhere.
The check-like design in Ngotekherh must be uniform and should measure between

1 to 1,5 inches such that each check-like design forms a perfect square or close to it'
Ngoteliherh must always have fringes on both edges breadthwise of length 0.5 to 1 .

The weaving style of Ngotekherh must be in such a way that white weft is delicately

hidden under the blackwarp.
Absence of any white streak under the black warp will determine the quality of

Ngotekherh.

The base fabric of Ngotelitrerh should be white with 7"- 8" thick black warp borders

on each side. These thick borders should have three to six thin white stripes (about

quarter of a centimeter each) woven on the inner side of the borders'

Ngotekherh must have fringes on both edges breadthwise of about 0'5" to 1" '

No other motifs otler than cited in the sp€cifications should be incorporated in the

design ofNgotekherh.
Two distinct ,Hruih'in black must divide the Ngotekherh into three parts. when

wrapping the Ngotekherh around the waist, the two 'Hruih' should lie exactly or close

to both sides of the hip.

15. Absence of white streaks on the black Hruih, black border, black stripes and

fineness should all be important criteriato assess the qualily of Ngotekfrerh.

16. The presence of very fure kherh on both the outer border of the two major Hruih is an

important criterion to assess the quality of Ngotekherh.

17 . Ngotekherh produced in machines such as fly shuttle loom, etc. should have the

same quality as produced from the loin loom.

7, Geographlcd area ofproductlon and map :

Ngotekherh is produced throughout the state of Mizoram, and the main centre of

production is at Aizawl and in the village of Thenzawl. The Tropic of Cancer runs through

this state.

1A
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Aizawl is located north of the Tropic of Cancer in the northern part of Mizoram at

23.72710 N - 92.71760 E. It is situated on a ridge 1,132 meters (3715 ft') above sea level.

Thenzawl is located at23.320 N 92.750 E. It has an average elevation of 783 meters
(2568 ft,).

8. Proofoforigin (Historical records) :

Dr. Mrs. N. Chatterjee, Senior Research Officer, Tribal Research Institute, Golt. of

Mizoram in her book, 'Puan the pride of Mizoram' (1978) published on behalf of Tribal

Research Institute, Aizawl, Mizoram stated that Ngoteliherh is a traditional puan (cloth) of
the Mizo which they highly prized. It is held by many Mizos that the used of this type of
puan came in greater vogue amongst them after Vailen in the year 1 869 when the Britishers

invaded Lushais and occupied their land. By the year 1890 many of the male Mizos started

putting on pants and shirts and the use of Ngotekherh as a puan for their common wear

began to gradually dwindle. This puan is basically meant for the male society of the Mizos

and is hardlyworm by the female societybeforc 1920. But as of now, both the males and

females put on this puan and it was observed that the females dominated the wearing of this
puan to a greater extent. Normally the puan is used as a wear round their waist for festival

and other cultural occasions.

Documentary evidences relating to proofoforigin (historical proof) ofthe Ngotekherh

are given below. The reference along with the photocopy are also provided. (Given in

Annexure 1-Ato 1-M)

a) In the newspaper "MIZO LEH VAI CHANCHIN BU" (printed at Loch Printing Press,

Aijal)published in March 1925 described about the importance of cultivating cotton and

how it can be a blooming business for the Mizo people. (Reference - Page no. 66 of the

newspaper "Mizo Leh Vai Chanchin Bu" published in March 1925) (Annexure I -A)

b) In the newspap er"MIZO LEH VAI CHANCHIN BU" (printed at lnch Printing Press,

Aijal) published inApril 1925 reported that cotton weighing atotal of 1102 maund was sold

from seven different villages of Mizoram, (Reference - Page no. 81 of the newspaper "Mizo

Leh Vai Chanchin Bu'published in April 1925) (Annexure 1-B)

c) The book 'A GRAMMAR AND DICTIONARY 0F THE LUSHAI LANGUAGE (Dulien

Dialect)'authored by James Herbert lnrrain and Fred W. Savidge, printed at The Assam

Secretariat Printing OIIice, Shillong (Published 1898) dehned Ngotekherh as the name of a

cloth. (Reference - Page no. 153 of the book 'A Grammar And Dictionary Of The Lushai

Language (Dulien Dialect)J (Annexure 1-C)
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d) The book 'DICTIONARY OF THE LUSHAI LANGUAGE'authored by James Herbert
Lonain, published by The Asiatic Society, Kolkata (tublished 1940) stated that Ngotekherh
is the name of a cloth. (Reference - Page no. 368 of the book "Dictionary of the Lushai
language) (Annexure 1 -D)

e) Dr. Mrs. N. Chatterji, Senior Research Officer, Tribal Research Institute, Govt. of
Mizoram in her book, 'PUAN THE PRIDE 0F MIZOMM' (tublished 1978) published on
behalfofTribal Research Institute, Aizawl, Mizoram described the Ngotekherh puan in
detail. According to the book, "Ngotekherh is a traditional puan (cloth) of the Mizo which
they highly prized. It is held by many Mizos that the use of this tlpe of puan came in greater

vogue amongst them after Vailen in the year 1869 when the Britishers invaded Lushais and
occupied their land. By the year 1890 many of the male Mizos started putting on pants and
shirts and the use of Ngotekherh as a puan for their common wear began to graduaily
dwindle. This puan is basically meant for the male society of the Mizos and is hardly worn
by the female society before 1920. But as 0f now, both the males and females put on this
puan and it was observed that the females dominated the wearing of this puan to a greater

extent, Normally the puan is used as a wear round their waist for festival and other cultura-l
occasions."(Reference - Page no. 3 1& 32 of the book "Puan - The Pride of Mizoram," First
Edition - 1978, Author - Dr. Mrs. N, Chatterji, Published by Firma KLM Private Limited,
2578, Bepin Behari Ganguly Street, Calcutta-7 00012j (Annexure 1-E)

0 Mr.James Dokhuma, Padma Shree, in his book'HMANLAI MIZO KALPHUNG'
(l't Edition 1992) mentions that Ngotekherh is one ofthe most coveted possessions ofthe
Mizos in the olden times and was wom only during special occasions.(Reference - Page no.

190-191 of the book Tlmanlai Mizo KalphungJ @nnexure 1-F)

g) Mr,Lianhminghanga, Senior Research Officer, Tribal Research Institute, Art &
Culture Department, Govt. of Mizoram in his book 'MATERIAL CUUIURE OF THE MIZO'
published on 1998 stated that Ngotekherh puan is woven with a white and black
background on which black and white stripes are woven. (Reference - Page no. 71 of the
book'Material Culture OfThe Mizo') (Annexure 1-G)

h) The book ZOMM ENCYCLOPEDIA'(2003 edition), by B. Lalthanglianacited that
Puanngo, Ngotekherh, Puandum, Puanrin, Puanchei and fuanzeh are different Mizo
fuan.(Reference - Page N0.489 of the book Zoram Encyclopedial (Annexure 1-H)

i) The book I,AND & PEOPLE OF INDLAN STATES & UNION TERRITORIES'authored
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by SC Bhatt & Gopal K Bhargava, published by Kalpaz Publications, Delhi
(fublished 2006) mentioned that Ngotekherh cloth was originally a men's cloth but now it is
worn by both men and women. (Reference - Page no. 187 of the book 'Land & People of
Indian States & Union Territories' Volume - I 9) (Annexure 1 -l)

j) In the book'PI PU ZUNLENG'(1't Edition 2007) authored by B. Lalthangliana,
an eminent Mizo historian, mentioned that Ngotekherh was one of the hrst cloth that the
Mizo produced after learning the technique ofusing dye from barks and leaves oftrees.
(Reference - Page N0,95 of the book 'Pi Pu Zunlengl (Annexure 1-J)

k) sth MIZORAM GENERAL KNOWLEDGE (2009, 1't Edition 2005) stated
that Ngotekherh was worn by Mizo Women. (Reference - Page N0,103 of the book)
(Annexure 1-K)

! Pi Boichhingpuii, former Director, Art & Culture Department, Govt. of Mizoram in
her book 'MIZO LA DEH LEH ZETHLAN' (tublished 20 16), mentioned that in the earlier
days Ngotekherh was wom only by the men and later on the women also started wearing it.
She also mentioned that the Ngotekherh puan is one of the few cloths without much
variation from its original design. (Reference - Page no. 92 ofthe book "Mizo La Deh Leh

Zethlan'published in 2016) (Annexure 1-L)

m) The book 'INDIAN TEXTILES PAST AND PRESENT' (Published 1995),
describe Ngotekherh as a highly prized possession ofthe Mizo. Authors are G.K. Ghosh and
Shukla Ghosh. (Ref - Pg.2 12) (Annexure 1-M)

Mr. B. Lalthangliana, a Mizo Historian, in his book 'Hmasang Zonun (Studies in
Mizo Culture, Tradition and Social Life)'{1st Edition 1992) describes that the Ngotekherh

cloth was produced around 1700 AD when the Mizo tribes crossed the Tiau River (Tio River) ,

an international boundary river between India and Myanmar. He mentions that the
embroiderywoven on the cloth like Kaw[puizikzial and lenbuangthuam were accomplished
around this time.

Mrs. Buangi Sailo, Padma Shree awardee, in her book'Mizo Nunhlui 1eh Tunlai'
(lst Edition 2001) mentioned in details how the Ngotekherh cloth was produced starting
from the growing of cottons in the fields, how the cloth was coloured/dyed and how the
cloth or the fabric was woven out of the loin loom.

In the book A Grammar and Dictionary of the Lushai Language'published in 1898
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by Mr. J. Herbert lonain and Mr. Fred. W. Savidge, (Pioneer Missionaries to the Lushais, of

the Arthingon Aborgines Mission) included the word 'Ngo-te-kherh'and define it as the
name of a cloth'. (PartJII Dictionary-Lushai-English, Page number 153).

9. MethodofProduction:
The weaving is done by women on a loom. while loin loom was used traditionally, the

mode of weaving at present is done by frame looms, zo looms and fly shuttles. The yarn for

weaving was cotton strictly at earlier time which has now been slowly replaced by acrylic

yam for its durability and attractive finish. The weaving in the loin loom is done in two

parts, and the fabric is later stitched together. Frame haldlooms produce single width

fabrics. The loin loom is very versatile in the sense that it supports a range ofpossibilities

that can be woven, The weaver sits in front of the loom, ftxes the back strap and rests her leg

on the footrest. The footrest can be adjusted to keep the loom in tension. The weaving is

done on the loom by a shedding motion, a picking motion, and a beating motion. The heald

bar is lifted up with the left hand and the circular bamboo bar is pressed down with the

right hand. The weft is then passed through from the right to the left by means of the

shuttle, and is beaten by the sword. The shuttle is then passed from right to 1eft, and the

weft is again beaten. The one-up-one-down process ofplain weave is repeated until weaving

is complete.

a) In the traditional practice, Pawndum was weaved only in the loin loom.

b) The loin loom consist of few pieces of stout bamboo and timber rods of varying

thickness. Three of these rods are used for fixing the loom in a stabie position and maintain-

ing desired tension on the threads of the warp, while others are used to facilitate different

operations on the initially fxed loom with its warps aranged thereon.

c) In addition to the rods, a flat blunt sword usually made out of the bark of a particu-

lar kind oftree is used to beat the thread ofthe weft in the process ofweaving the surface

texture. Another function performed by this sword is to obtain space between two rorvs o[

the warp threads to enable the weft thread to be slided across the breadth. To achieve this

the weft thread is wound on thin bamboo sticks.

d) Abamboo stick about45" longis shapedinto asort ofprismwith abase ofabout

half an inch to one inch wide and the side opposite to the base being cut out minutely to

make small grooves and crests. Its function is to keep the starched threads of the warp in a

stable position under the grooves, thereby preventing collection ofwarp threads at any point

and creatingunevenness in the texture of the cloth woven.
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e) A thin bamboo stick of the same length is adjusted against the length of the prismatic

stick so that the latter is prevented from going out ofposition during the operation.

0 Two other sticks are used to make loops with the help of additional thread by

entangling alternate threads ofthe warp. As a result ofthis operation, odd set ofthreads

..maii enl*gled on one stick and the even set on the other. This arrangement enables the

two sets of warp threads to be moved aiternately up and down during the process of

weaving. To provide suflicient space between the odd and even sets ofwarp a thick bamboo

is placed between the two sets ofthreads,

g) In earlier days, all threads used in the weaving are first dyed according to the need of

colour combination to be used. Theyused to prepare dyes from various roots and herbs but

with the availability of excellent synthetic dyes, the use of natural products has been almost

completely stoppid. To ensure fastness of colour they are very particular to have their

*o.aas aiteasf double-dyed and maybe, in some cases dyed even more than two times.

tl) In earlier days all threads used in the weaving are frst dyed according to the need of

colour combination to be used. Theyused to prepare dyes from various roots and herbs but

withthe availability of excellent spthetic dyes, the use of natural products has been almost

completely stoppid. To ensure fastness of colour they are very particular to have their

threads aileasi double-dyed and may be, in some cases dyed even more than two times,

i) The yarn in earlier times used to be spun indigenously by the weavers. At present

coloured yams are purchased from stores. Usually the sellers of yam bring white yam from

outside and have them dyed properly in Mizoram to ensure fastness ofcolour.

j) After obtaining the thread the first operation is to starch them. Unless properly

starched with solution ofrequired concentration, the thread may not serve the purpose of

good weaving. In fact starching itselfis a fairly technical process which the weavers have to

acquire patiently under the expert guidance of their elders'

k) The starched thread is dried and roiled into suitably sized balls and these are used

by the weavers and the helper to set on the loom for the warp'

l) The traditional Mizo Puan ale woven on the loin loom. Early Mizo Puan were made of

iocal cotton, homespun and dyed with natural dyes obtained from various roots and herbs.

yams which are to be used foi the warps are boiled in rice water for starching. The starched

yam is dried and rolled into a suitable sized ball to set on the loom for warp' A thick and
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strongwooden rod, the warp beam, is secured on the wall, one and half to two feet above the

floor, At an appropriate distance, a strong bamboo used as the breast beam, is fastened

securely against two arms of a chair. The weaver sits on the chair against the breast beam

which has been fixed on the arms of the chair. lVo balls of yams are placed in a basket and

the two free ends of the yarns are tied on the extreme left of the breast beam. The helper

cafries the two ba-lls of yams back and forth between the warp beam and the breast beam

and continues thereon so that the threads are settled in such a way that a sort ofunwoven

surface is produced. During the process, the weaver keeps separating odd and even sets of

yam by using a thick bamboo placed a little distance from her, and entangling the yarns in

loops prepared with the help of additional yalns on additional sticks placed against the

bamboo. This operation enables the warp yams to be so manipulated that the odd set of

yarns stand crosswise against the even set of yams on one of the two bamboo sticks. Then

loops are lifted up a little by the weavers. The operation also produces required space

between the crossed yarns to enable the weft yams to be slided through the whole breadth

with the help of abobbin.

m) The basic fabric of most of the Mizo textiles is warp faced plain weave using a higher

density ofwarp yarns than weft yarns. A set of supplementary yalns are used for the

designs and motifs by inserting the supplementary yams in between the warp yarns while

weaving.

n) Nowadays, formass production, Ngotekherh is also woven in handloom (Fly shuttle

loom) although the traditional weaving using the loin loom is still practiced'

10. Raw materials :

In earlier days, cotton yams which are locally produced, homespun and dyed with

natural dyes are used. At present, synthetic yarns which are available in the market are

widely used. Silkyams are also used but such cloths are extremely costly.

The traditional Ngotekherh are woven on the loin loom. The early Ngotekherh were

made of local cotton, homespun and dyed with natural dyes obtained from va-rious loots

and herbs. Yams which are to be used for the warps are boiled in rice water for starching.

The starched yam is dried and rolled into a suitable sized ball to set on the loom for warp. A

thick and strongwooden rod, the walp beam, is secured on the wall, one and haif to two feet

above the floor. At an appropriate distance, a strong bamboo used as the breast beam, is

fastened securely against two arms of a chair. The weaver sits 0n the chair against the breast

beam which has been lxed on the arms of the chair. Two balls of yarns are placed in a

basket and the two free ends of the vams are tied on the extreme left of the breast beam The
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helper carries the two balls of yams back and forth between the warp beam and the breast

beam and continues thereon so that the threads are settled in such a way that a sort of

unwoven surface is produced. During the process, the weaver keeps separating odd and

even sets of yarn by using a thick bamboo placed a little distance lrom her, and entangling

the yams in loops prepared with the help of additional yarns on additional sticks placed

against the bamboo. This operation enables the warp yams to be so manipulated that the

oid set ofyarns stand crosswise against the even set ofyarns on one of the two bamboo

sticks. Then loops are lifted up a little by the weavers. The operation also produces required

space between ihe crossed yams to enable the weft yams to be slided through the whole

bieadth with the help of abobbin. The basic fabric of most of the Mizo textiles iswarp faced

plain weave using a higher density of warp yarns than weft yarns. A set of supplementary

yams are used foi the designs and motifs by inserting the supplementary yams in between

the warp yamswhile weaving'

Human factor plays abig role in the quality of Ngotekherh. Ahighly skil1ed weaver is

required to produce a good quality product. Great care is taken to make all the Hruih band

to iorm a continuous straight line. To have such products, the loops are uniformly lifted up

during weaving. A good quality Hruih does not have any crease and no other background

colouishould be visible in it. In a perfect Hruih, care is taken to apply the denting uniformly

such that all the designs of the two parts meets uniformly'

11. Unlqueness:
All the weaving features whereby the white woof is delicately hidden under the black

warp. Sometimes the black stripes near the broad black border along the edges are white

and black chains of delicate design. weaving of the woolen bars demand gre at expertise with

longexperience, The quality ofNgotekherh is assessed mostly on the basis ofabsence ofany

whiie streak primarily on tirese black bars. It is also necessary to ensure that no white spot

becomesvisitle any,;r'here in the blackborders and stripes. Another important features is

that afairly large number of thin black stripes are hidden complete$ between the two white

surf"ces ofthJpuan. This has the effect of providing a deeper black pattern on the black

stripes where the hidden vertical stripes cross the horizontal ones. Besides the hidden black

stripes between white surfaces produce faint check-like appearance when the puan is viewed

against bright light.

Ngoteliherh is a white base fabric with 7'- 8', thick black warp borders on each side.

These thick borders have five to six thin white stripes (about quarter of a centimeter each)

woven on the inner side of the borders. Two weft-wide woolen bands with a weft-rib weave

divide the whole cloth into three parts. This weft-rib structure is known as Hruih or in this
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case, Kherh. The rest ofthe white warp has equally spaced warp stripes (ofabout halfan
inch each) and equally spaced black weft stripes of the same size, which makes the
appea-rance ofthis portion ofthe cloth likes checks. However, the black weft stripes are
almost entirely concealed by the dominant white warp, thus giving the black weft stripes
only a faith appearatce. The space between these stripes varies between I to 1.5 inches.

The distinctive features of the Ngotekherh is that the white weft is almost
completely hidden by the black warp in which it intersects.

Weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great expertise since the quality of one is
assessed mostly on the basis of the absence of white streaks on the black Hruih, black
borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and fineness of the Hruih.

12, Special Characters and Unlque Features ofNgotekherh :

a) The weaving quality ofNgotekherh is very fine such that the inner and outer design
of the fuan is almost indistinguishable. Also, the stripes on the cloth follows a certain
pattern in such a way that the orientation of the cloth remains the same both ways. This is
not the case in the normal Mizo Puan where the inner desisn and its orientation is easilv
distinguishable.

b) Amongst the Mizo Puan, I{ruih/Band' slyle of weaving is found only in Mizo tuanchei,
Ngotekherh, Tawlhlohpuan and fu anrin,

Hruih is a band that runs vertically along the Ngotekherh. According to the
Dictionary of the Lushai Language by James Herbert Lorrain, Hruih is defined as "A
transverse stripe in a cloth, so woven that the woof almost completely hides the warp from
view. When along the border of a cloth it prevents it from splitting."

Hruih is avery diffrcult technique of weaving. Many skilled weavers are unable to
master the technique of Hruih. Therefore, when Hruih design needs to be incorporated, a
Hruih expert (Hruih Specialist) is usually hired to weave the Hruih design. In the olden days,

normal weavers often trade the skill of Hruih Specialist to a basketful (Traditional Mizo cane
basket) of firewood (collecting a basketful of firewood is considered a fuil day's work). This
shows how theweavers highly regard the skill of Hruih specialists.

c) The 'Hruih/Band'design in Ngotekherh does not have any wrinkle or crease. In
addition, no other background colour is visible in it. Several Hruih are embedded in
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Ngotekherh. There are two dominant black Hruih in Ngotekherh which divides the whole
cloth into three main parts, adding uniqueness to the cloth,

d) Ngotekherh can be easily distinguished from other Mizo tuan. Although the cloth
consist of only two colours i.e., black and white, the design and combination is unique. Just
by looking at the cloth, one can easily differentiate it from all other existing puan/textiles.

e) In the olden days, only the women would weave Ngotekherh in the loin loom. With
the advent of machine loom, even men have also started weaving as the industry have proved

to be a good source of income, However, till now only Mizo women weave Ngotekherh using
the traditional loin loom.

f) The traditional loom used by the Mizo is the loinloom. Generally, two pieces of cloth

are woven which are delicately sewn together to form one complete Puan. Unlike the other

Puan, Ngotekherh is woven in two pieces lengthwise. The breadth ofeach piece

measures 22.5''.

g) In the earlier days, the material used for the ground fabric (Puan Bu) of Ngotekherh

is the locally produced cotton yam. Nowadays, acrylic yarn that are easily available in the

market is most commonly used due to rise in demand of Ngotekherh. Silk is also recently

introduced in the production of Ngotekherh. It has also evolved in different colour

combinations such as red and white, green and white, and blue and white.

h) The traditional colour and design of the Ngotekherh has remained the same over the

years. Although earlier Ngoteli:herh were woven using aback strap loom, now the majority

of production of Ngotekherh is done usingfly shuttle looms,

13. Llnkage to the specific geographlcal location lncluding human creativity
lnvolved:
It is held by many Mizos that the use of this type of puan came in greater vogue

amongst them after Vailen in the year 1869 when the Britishers invaded Lushais and

occupied theirland. By the year 1890, many of the male Mizos started putting on pant and

shirt and the use of Ngotekherh as a puan for their common wear began to gradually

dwindle. However, the woman continued to use them as before and even the men used them

intheirhomes.

The creativityof theweavers can be observedfrom the elegant design of Ngotekherh,

In Ngotekherh, as the name suggest, the only design incorporated is the 'Hruih'band and
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'Kherh'that lines the Hruih on both edges, The 'Hruih'and 'Kherh' are very difficult
technique of weaving which requires highly shlled weavers to incorporate the design. These

designs originate from Mizoram and are also found in other Mizo traditional puan such as

Mizo Puanchei. In addition, the elegantnature of Ngotekherh, with the ground fabric made

in white and beautifully decorated with two prominent Black Hruih shows the creativity of
the weavers. One ofthe reasons that Ngotekherh consists ofonly black and white could be

due to the availability of only black dye during the time the puan was originally created.

14, Dimenslon, descrlptlons and designs of Mizo Ngotekherh :

Ngotekherh is a traditional Mizo dress, uNgotekherh" is purely a Mizo word or

language. Ngotekherh got its name from the small white weft stripes present on either edge

of the weft-rib structure Hruih. These white stripes give the black Hruih a laddered effect.

Therefore in this sense, 1'[go'meanswhite, te'means sma]land kherh'is atype of Hruih.

It is a cloth/skirt which is wrapped around the waist and is worn by women
especially during festivals, It is produced throughout the state of Mizoram, and the main
centre of production is at Aizawl and in the Thenzawl town.

Ngoteli*rerh is a compactly woven textile, a medium to heavy fabric, and a good

quality woven fabric. It is woven on a traditional loin loom. A especially shlled weavers are

required for making this well-ordered textile. Weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great

expertise since the quality ofone is assessed mostly on the basis ofthe absence ofwhite
streaks on the black Hruih, black borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and
fineness of the Hruih.

In the earlier days, homespun cotton yarns dyed with natural dyes are used.

Synthetic yams slowly replaced the use of locally produced cotton yarns, since wide range of
synthetic yams are available in the market. The weaving process of Ngotekherh involves

starching of the walp yarns, warping, weaving, inserting the designs and motifs by hand,
and sewing together of the two pieces to make the complete Puan.

Ngotel*rerh is one of the most commonly used costume in the Mizo festive dances

and official ceremonies. Detailed specification and benchmark of Ngotekherh is given in
points as below :-

4 Ngotekherh is generally 63" in length and 45" in breadth. The size can vary slightly
depending on the size of women wearing it,
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b) The background ofNgotekherh is white with horizontal shadowy black stripes which
is produced by using white ard blackweft altemately in the white vertical warp.

c) Ngotekherh is woven in two pieces lengthwise and are sewn together (called Zungthui,
meaning sewn together or stitched by hand) in the middle forming a compiete puan.

d) Both the outer edges breadthwise have a thick black band of 7.7 inch. On this black
band at about 5.5 inch form the edge there runs 6 thin white stripes of about 2 mm.

e) No motifs are incorporated in Ngotekherh.

f) Ngotekherh always have fringes on both edges lengthwise of about %" to 1".

g) Ngotektrerhisweaved in such awaythatthe whiteweft is delicatelyhidden under the

blackwarp.

h) The quality of Ngotekherh is assessed mostly on the basis of absence of any white

streak primarily on these black bands.

i) Another important feature is that a fairly large number of thin black stripes are

hidden completely between the two white surfaces of the puan. This has the effect of
providing a deeper black pattem on the black stripes where the hidden verlical stripes cross

the horizontal ones. Besides the hidden black stripes between white surfaces produce faint

check-like appearance when the puan is viewed against bright light.

j) Ngotekherh is a white base fabric with 7"-8" thick black warp borders on each side.

These thick borders have five to six thin white stripes (about quarter of a centimeter each)

woven on the inner side ofthe borders,

k) Another important feature of Ngotekherh is that atwo weft-wise woolen bands with a

weft-rib weave divide the whole cloth into three parts. This weft-rib structure is known as

Hruih. Amongst the Mizo fuan, Tlruih/Band' style of weaving is found only in Mizo Puanchei,

Ngotekherh, Tawlhlohpuan and fuanrin.

Hruih is a band that runs vertically along the Ngotekherh. According to the

Dictionary of the Lushai Language by James Herbert Lorrain, Hruih is deiined as "A

transverse stripe in a cloth, so woven that the woof aimost completely hides the warp from

view. When along the border of a cloth it prevents it from splitting."
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Hruih is avery difficult technique of weaving, Many skilled weavers are unable to

master the technique of Hruih. Therefore, when Hruih design needs to be incorporated, a

tlruih expert (Hruih specialist) is usually hired to weave the Hruih design. In the olden days,

normal weavers often trade the skill of Hruih specialist to a basketful (traditional Mizo cane

basket) offirewood (collecting a basketful offirewood is considered a full day's work). This

shows how high the weavers regard the skill of Hruih specialists.

l) On both the outer edge of the Hruih is Kherh. Kherh is a white coloured thin weft on

the border of Hruih. Weaving a smooth and frre Kherh requires special skill'

m) The rest of the white warp has equally spaced black warp stripes (of about half an

inch each) and equally spaced black weft stripes of the same size, which makes the

appearance of this portion of the cloth like checks. However, the black weft stripes are

almost entirely concealed by the dominant white warp, thus giving the blackweft stripes

only a faint appearance. The space between these stripes valies between 1 to 1.5 inches.

n) The distinctive features of the Ngotekherh is that the white weft is almost completely

hidden by the black warp in which it intersects.

o) weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great expertise since the quality of one is

assessed mostly on the basis ofthe absence ofwhite streaks on the black Hruih, black

borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and fineness of the Hruih.

15. Traditional Practice 'Now and then :

Ngoteltrerh is a traditional Mizo dress. "Ngotekherh" is purely a Mizo word or

language. Ngotekherh got its name from the small white weft stripes present on either edge

of the weft-rib structure Hruih. These white stripes give the black Hruih a laddered effect.

Therefore in this sense, 'Ngo'means white, 'te'means small and 'kherh'refers to a type of

Hruih.

It is a cloth/skirt which is wrapped around the waist and is worn by women

especially during festivals, It is produced throughout the state of Mizoram, and the main

centre of production is at Aizawl and in the Thenzawl town.

Ngotekherh is a compactly woven textile, a medium to healy fabric, and a good

quality woven fabric. It is woven on a traditional loin loom, A especially shlled weavers are

required for making this well-ordered textile. Weaving of the Ngotekherh requires great

expertise since the quality ofone is assessed mostly on the basis ofthe absence ofwhite
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streaks on the black Hruih, black borders and black stripes and also the smoothness and

frneness of the Hruih.

In the earlier days, homespun cotton yarns dyed with natural dyes are used.

Syntheticyams slowlyreplaced the use of locallyproduced cotton yarns, since wide range of

syntheticyarns are available in the market. The weaving process ofNgotekherh_involves

siarctring of tfre walp yalns, wa{ping, weaving, inserting the designs and motifs by hand,

and sewing together of the two pieces to make the complete Puan '

It is held by many Mizos that the use of this type of puan came in greater vogue

amongst them afier Vaiien in the year 1869 when the Britishers invaded Lushais and

occupi'ed theirland. By the year 1890, many of the male Mizos started putting on pant and

shirf and the use of Ngotekherh as a puan for their common wear began to gradually

dwindle. However, the woman continued to use them as before and even the men used them

intheirhomes.

The creativity oftheweavers can be observed from the elegant design ofNgotekherh.

In Ngotekherh, a. tire nu*. suggest, the only designincorporated is the 'Hruih'band and

,Kheih'that lines the Hruih on both edges. The 'Hruih'and 'Kherh'are very difficult

tect rrique of *eavingwhich requires highly skilled weavers to incorporate the design. These

designs originate from tr,lizoram and are also found in other Mizo traditional puan such as

MizJpuanchei. In addition, the elegant nature of Ngotekherh, with the ground fabric made

in white and beautifully decorated-with two prominent Black Hruih shows the creativity of

the weavers. One of the reasons that Ngotekherh consists of only black and white could be

due to the availability of only black dyi during the time the puan was originaily created'

16.AninternalWatchdogmechanismsetupbytheproducerstomaintainthe
quality and regulatlng the use of Geographlcal indications :

'ihe quality of N[oteti*reitr wittUe monitored by an intemalwatchdogmechanism in

order to maintain the original physical characteristics as per GI registration. The system of

intemal watchdogmechanism will consists of committee members such as representatives of

producers and GI exPerts.

17. Inspection BodY :

Inspection structure to regulate the use of the G1

Thi inspection structurJ is formed by the State Government of Mizoram vide

Notification No .D.28016ll12015-AC dated 26m october, 2018 (Annexure)which consists

of the members as below:-
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Chairman : Secretaryto Govt. of Mizoram, Art & Culture Department

Member Secretary: Director, Art & Culture Department

Members : 1, Director, Commerce & Industries Department'

2. Scientific offrcer, Patent Information centre Mizoram science, Technolory &

Innovation Council.

3. Chairman, Mizoram Handloom & Handicraft Cooperative Society Ltd.

4. Representative from Mizo fuan Producer'

5. President, Mizoram Upa PawlGeneral Headquarters'

6. President, Central Young Mizo Association.

7. President, Mizo Hmeichhe Insuihkhawm Pawl General Headquarters'

8. Expert in Mizo Traditional Textiles (to be nominated).

18. Post Registration conditions:
i) Registration ofproducers ofNgotekherh as Authorised Users will be initiated soon

after the GI registration is granted.

ii) Report will be submitted to the GI Re$stry within one year regarding the impact of GI

registration and the various means of propaganda use for promotion of the GI good.

All communications in relation to these proceedings may please be sent to the

following address in India :

D. SEN & CO.

Patent & Trade Mark AttomeYs

6, Old Post Oflice Street

Ground Floor

Kolkata- 700001'

Phone No. : 9830059818, 9830060818

E.mail : co.dsen@gmail,com

DATED THIS 29TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2018.

For Mizoram Art & Cultural SocietY,
,a?lz'A\ *t-"-/' dW

Gargi S€=-d$dvocate
ofD. SEN & CO.

Attomey for the APPlicant.

gRD/DS/Gr OF COODS/18
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t
I, R Hmingthanzurla, Secretary of 'Mizoram Art & Cultural Society" Aizawl' Mizoram' do hereby

$lemnly affirm and declarc as follows:

r I . That I am the Secretary of Mizoram Art & Cultural Society' Aizawl' Mizoram'

I

. 2. That Mizoram Art & Cultural Society' Aizawl' yjiraT' hereby pmposes and claims to

q 
represent th€ hlter€sts "r 

,r,. **"".rlitducers of ivgoteHr erh of the state of Mizoram and

- ensur€s the commitment ;;;;t;i; the benefit of GI registration to all the stakeholders

I innop"A in the production of Ngotekherh'

That the responsibility of execution ofthe GI registratio n for Ngotekherh has been undertaken

bv Mizoram Art & Cultural tt"i"ty' iJ*f" Mizoram' in consultation with the Patent

Information Centre, Mizoram t"'t"L' 
't""n"tlogr 

- 
and Innovation Council (MISTIC)'

Directorate of Sci"n"" & T""ttnoii'-Con"it"nt i-f Vizoram and D' Sen & Co ' Attomey'

Kolkata.

That Art & Cultural Society was set up to develop' prolect and promote the custom'

traditions, arts and crafts of tf'" p""pf" 
"tilit"ram' 

As sucl' lizorarn Art & Cultural Society

tries to enhance th. p'ott"tion' pi?uit[" -Jt"tr"i"g of rhc Ngorekherh locally as well as

globallY.

That various meariures hav€ been taken for the p.o!"li:1 qf t!:-artisans associated with the

weaving/productio n of the Ngotik6h' the detaiis of w'rich is given below:-

t
t
o

I
B

B



ffii*:**ln*frhl"d#fl#ffii'"ffi 
L'il;;;;dIndiafr omol::f .:.'i"f i"l1"?3'I;t'hu'o.Mizo people ano t""t"rtTfi;;;;;;of 

craft based on profrtabilitv'
exPloitative or not devt

ii. protecting the. "9::l,T:il:ilj}l'i,llT,,[]"ll,ll;1,"*ll 
"l'JilJltilt$

ensure drat the ofisa

a"tt*'"*" *a not short changcd or €xploited'

iii' rhe applicant :11:i1?H"t1r*1$i: 
become entr€pr€neurs over a period of

time once tegular tlov

.:lt$'-,titlt:{fi"H'""#',3;ji$ff 
:ffi :ffi,]ili'1x'lll?1i1fi 

ff;

Ngotilherh tgtios any encro

,,".[*l;j*",iliil.il,Ti,]"#tE3jirffi **-.fi Lli*igJlxT'?l:""J3jf *l
25 maY be acccPted ano me t

VERIFICATION

LR.Hminsrha.zu:"1"i$::H*ffi?.'ff iT:#:l'f #Tff Hi#TLJ
the afiidavit ebove 8re true tolnJ 

tr'Sfi:ffi;;tisonrYaPraYer' 
h , il-/

//19 : oeioierr
a--"2< ^Hl-|lltun"o''rMrzoolr Ad & 9ul rt/n.b'

t\ ttt i"'i



100/-
THE GEOGRAPHICAI IIIDICATIOilS OF GOODS

IREGISTRATION AND PROTECTIONI ACT' 1999

GENERAL POWER OF AUTHORITY STAMP

We, Mizoram Art & Ailtunl Soctety of Dlrctorate ofArt & Cultue DeFttment
'K

ffi'ff :ffi;;;;ffi;;-tii"'Jidi''""uianorganrzadon''ll?H'fSii:!H[R:|;

hereby authorisc Dcbasish Sen, Advocatc, Registered Patent Agent

& Trade Mark Attorney, Gargi Sen, Advocate., Mahendra Mohun Dhur
of D. SEN & CO., Patent & Trade Mark Attorneys, "Temple Chamber"

6, Old Post Office Street, Ground Floor, Kolkata - 700 001,
West Bengal, India, to act jointly and severally as our agent for

obtaining fegistfation ofGeographical Indlcatlons ftom tlre Govemment oflndla, applylng for

attending oppodtion matten, paylng reneml fees, rcpttsentbg hearlng whelever nece$ary'

and to take all steps necessary and requisite thereto if any, including
the appointment of substitute(s) as may be necessary or expedient
and request that all notices, requisitions and communications
relating thereto may be sent to :

D- SEI\[ & CO.
Patent & Trade Mark AttorneYs

6, Old Post Office Street,
Ground Floor

Kolkata - 7OO OOI
INDIA

We hereby revoke all previous authorisation, if any, in respect of the
same matter of proceeding. We confirm the action already taken by
them.

DATED THIS 2OTH DAY OF MARCH' 2018'

Signa

-'fd-.,B! \ -,-',

il-q
ture rvith Seal

srtD/DS/CI OF OOO0s/18 W6rv
(No Legalisation is necessary) Mizonn Att B f'ttinnt society
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NGOTEKHERH PRODUCTION MAP OF MIZORAM

The geographical boundaries ofthe production arca ofNgotekherh lics het$'!rn

Zt 
j 
iS'iZJ- Z.r" f f ' 43- laiirude (N ) an.l 92' l 5' 17* - 93: 26' 37" longitude (E)

l-"r(7
1/s "4fi-r\,,

i, (DT. RK. LALLIANTHANOA)
i , Membc'r Secretary, MIRSAC
t:
,. lrefi$€r Sacrebry

'1 ! Mtolam Remole S6nrt€A3phia: iI

A!",:r/r t i._3r3-:


